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One of the serjous problems in H\aDC transmission is that of rvall bushing

flashover initiated by rain, fog or wet snov. Äll utilities engaged in dc

transmission experìence such problems and have adopted counteffneasures with

varying degtees of success. The consensus of opinion is that there is a need to

better understand the phenomena and devise effective remedial measu.res or an

improved desþ.

The problem of H\IDC rvall bushing flashor.er due ro uneven rvetting is

introduced and tevierved, with emphasis ori recent progress in understanding the

phenomena. The physics of discharges, particularly for flashover of an unevenly

rvetted H\IDC rvall bushing, is discussed and various processes and mechanisms

tesponsible for discharge initiation and propagation are clarified and discussed in

detail.

,4. numerical model is developed in order to predict flashover voltages for a wall

bushing based on the results of accurate electrjc field computadon carlj.ed out on

a bushing, prior to initiating flashover. This analysis is done under a variety of

practical conditions. The simuladon results are in agreement with experimental

data and, in general, explain rvell certain aspects of uneven rvetting flashover.

The results of this research, particularþ the proposed models are important

supplements to large-scale experiments, which are cosdy and time consuming.

The use of such model rvill be very helpfirl in selecting and designing H\IDC wall

bushings for future HVDC transmission schemes and to improve the

performance of rvall bushings in the existing HVDC transmission schemes.

Abstract
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The opetating experience of H\IDC transmission schemes indicates that the proliferation of

extemal flashovers in H\,DC converter stadons has been a source of sedous concern. In a

span of 7.5 years ftomJan. 1983 toJul. i990, H\DC rvall bushings had suffered the highest

flashover rate among all HVDC equipment, i.e., a total of 1,26 flashovers had been reported in

23 stations pa,{191]; horizontal ',vall bushings accounted for a majonty of the reported

flashover (50To). Such a flashover usually occrüs in both nervly constructed or upgraded

converter stations, with voltage larger than 400kV, rvhere suitable countermeasures have not

been undertaken. On average, the flashover rate of H\IDC wall bushings of 400kV or above is

about l.7/unt.year [Cai96]. Table 1.1 shows survey results of HVDC rvall bushing

performance conducted by EPRI in earþ 90's.

To understand the phenomena, a large amount of experimental rvork has been conducted on

HVDC wall bushìngs under severe operating conditions. Results of related rvork at EPRI (tJS),

IREQ, ABB, NGIç EPRI (China), CEPtrL, and CESI have been reported in literature.

Equivalent circuit based models of HVDC wall bushing flashover have been proposed

[ScLu91], [RiKagl]. To improve the performance of H\rDC rvall bushings, varìous mitigating

measures have also been suggested; polymeric booster sheds and RTV silicone rubber coatings

are the most effective, although the mechanism responsible for improvement in performance

is stìlla topic of interest.

Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION



Site

Table l.l Performance of Wall Bushings [CEA95|

Dorsey B1

Stress (Nominal)

Voltage
(kÐ

Dotsey Bl
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In this chapter, the HVDC rvall bushing flashover phenomena is briefly introduced. Further,

some important characteristics of rvall bushing flashover are discussed in detail and the

objectives of the research are outlined.

l.l Flashover of FIVDC Wall Bushings and ks Characteristics

500kV and 375kV H\IDC rvall bushings, equipped with booster sheds, at the Dorsey Station

of Manitoba Hydro, are sho"vn in Fig. 1.1. These HV bushings t¡pically employ a condenser

core to provide altemadve-voltage Sading inside the porcelain housing.

Fig. 1.1 500kV and37SkY dc wall bushings at the Dorsey Station, Manitoba Hydro

Several processes, rvhich can finally lead to catastrophic failure of a r.vall bushing, are listed in

Fi9.1.2. The electric field inside or outside a bushing may be substantially modified due to

reâsons such as contamination, and rvetting. Local electdc field enhancement causes iornzanon

and rvhen sufficient, triggers either a surface flashover or intemal discharges. For a dc rvall

J

"i:î
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bushing, the electric field distribution is mainly determined by the resisrivity of materials. Since

the resistance of the intemal insulation is ahvays significantly high, the voltage distributjon

along the extemal surface is very sensitive to surface condidons such as pollutìon and rvetting.

As a result, dc rvall bushings are particulady vulnerable to severe rveather condidons, rvhich

often result in electric field distortion and flashover paVl91].

Contamination is one of the major câuses for abnormal lorv flashover voltage of extemal

insulation in both ac and dc systems. Contamination fiashover is initiated rvhen a certain

amount of pollutant together with moisture (fog or dnzzle) develops a certain, cdtical con-

ductivity. Once a conductive current of more than 5-10 mA has been established, dry-band

arcing takes place. These cuÍrent bursts, rvhich in the case of dc may last for several seconds,

increase to about 100 firA pdor to a contamination flashover.

Fig.1,.2 Diagam of H\IDC wall bushing related processes



Extemal flashovet can also occur due to rain alone and especially in non-uniform nin. In a

rain test for insulatots, the flashover stress under dc may vary from 170kY/m to 400kV/m.

Therefore, for dc station insulators, a design sttess lorver than 100kV/m is normally used.

Such a desþ criterion rvorks rvell for insulators under rain conditions. Á.s shorvn in Table i.1,

tlle operating stresses fot wall bushinç tange from 50kV/m to 754kY /m. Horvever, flashover

stÍesses as lorv as 60-70kV f mhave been recorded for horizontal HVDC rvall bushings under

rain pamp8S]. Hence, occuffence of abnormal flashovers is likely high under certain

conditions.

Since the contaminadon level is light in most converter stadons, with a typical Equivalent Salt

Deposit Density (ESDD) value of 3-5 ¡tg/cm2, the majonty of rvall bushing flashovers are

likely caused by uneven wetting þamp88]. Thus, unevefl wetring is a critical condition for the

performance of H\IDC rvall bushings. Statistical data paAl91] has confirmed that uneven

rvetting is the main cause of HVDC rvall-bushing flashover, although contamination flashover

might also occasionally occur. Comprehensive rain and contaminadon experiments in

laboratories and observations in the field, has led to the conclusion that uneven wetting due to

rain is the decisive tiggedng mechanism for most obsewed flashovers in horizontal HVDC

rvall bushings þamp88l, fNaMI89l, pamb90l.

Uneven rvetting is caused by 
^ 

dry zone ne r the gound end of the bushing which is created

due to its partial shielding by the rvall of â convetrer building. The non-uniform voltage

distdbution across this "dry" zone leads to streamer breakdown of the "dry" zoîe follorved by

spark formation and complete flashover of the rvhole bushing. The uneven 'nvetting caused

flashovet process involves a streamer-spark mechanism and differs from that for

contamination flashovers.



Cornpared to the contaminadon flashover of insulators, flashover phenomena of H\DC rvall

bushings under uneven rvetting due to rain have the follorving interesting and exclusive

characterisdcs.

1. The flashover voltage value seems independent of the rain intensity. Flashovers have

occurted under almost every tl?e of precipitedon, from fog to hear.ry rain; flashovers occur

most frequendy under light rain pamp8S], [SCHN91].

2. Flashover can occur 
^t ^ 

very light contamination level or even with a clean surface, i.e.

ESDD < 10 ¡tg/cm', rvhich is only 1/10nh of that necessary to cause a contaminarion

flashover in a laboratoly setting pamp88],[Sclu91], [ScHN91]. As a maintenance measure,

cleaning has not always been sufficient to eliminate such flashover. Also, increasing the

leakage path does not significantly improve performance. As an example, bushings with

specific length as high as 6.1cm/kV [ZhSC91] still suffered flashovers during rain.

It appears that such a flashover is selecdve in polarity and system voltage. A majority of

flashovers have occurred under negative polarity with system voltage of 400kV or greater

[RiKa91].

Sevetal parameters such as dry zone length, surface resistance, and configuration of bush-

ings have a decisive influence on the flashover value rather than mainly ESDD as is the

case with contamination caused flashovers fNaMIS9], pamb90].

The charactedstics of discharges are different. In a contamination flashover, slow dry

banding dominates, discharges are slorv to develop and last about seconds. Under uneven

rvetting flashover formation is fast, has a short front time, of the order of tens

microseconds þaMI89].

-l
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6. LIndet non-unifortn rvetting, somedmes thete are glorv type discharges across the dry zone

rvhich later develop into streamers, and then extend along a bushing; in other cases, a ferv

streâmer rype discharges are seen across th" dry zone and then a flashover occuÍs

suddenly. Sometimes, discharges are obsen'ed circumferentially around a bushing at the

end of th. dry zone. In the case of withstand, filamentary discharges are sometimes

obsen'ed extending from the ground end to as much as 80-90% of the disrance torvard

the high 'i'oltage terrninal |EPRI90]. Unlike propagation of the arc root across the wet

contaminated layer, the flashover across the wet zone proceeds by bridging the tips of the

sheds.

1.2 Obiectives of the Dissertation

This research rvork comprises the follorving objectives,

1. Study the mechanism of the wall bushing flashover problem due to ufleven rvetting and

find out the criteria responsible for flashover.

2.

J.

Establish a model, rvhich describes the criteda and sequence of flashover development.

Explain different aspects of the rvall bushing flashover phenomena using the developed

model.

4. Explain horv and rvhy RTV coating or booster sheds provide mitigating effects against the

flashover.

5. Suggest nerv principles of designing rvall bushings in order to improve their performance

under unevenly rvetted conditions.

Development of a comprehensive model is important because it provides a usefirl simulation

tool in selecting, designing and evaluating HVDC rvall bushings for future I{YDC

7



ttansmission schemes, and improving the perfofinance of rvall bushings in existing H\DC

transmission schemes. The constÍucdon of a suitable validated model rvill enable the

simulation of the flashover process for a rvall bushing of given configuration under different

operating condidons. With help of the simuladon, the H\IDC rvall bushing performance may

be assessed economically rvithout resorting to expensive testing under various critical

condidons.



For unevenly rvetted H\DC rvall bushings, flashover stresses rvere observed as low as 60-

70kY/m in field and laboratory in'esdgadons pamp88]. This is significantly lorver than that

caused by contaminadon or a typical rain flashover. In this section, peculiarities of the

phenomena as rvell as existing models rvill be re'ç'ierved in detail.

Chapter 2

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

2.L Uneven Wening and Resulting Abnormal E-field Distribution

Á. rypical rvall bushing is installed at a 15" angle. Field obseryadons and experimental

investigations in laboratorjes harre shorvn that HVDC rvall bushing performance is significandy

affected by the angle to the horizontal of the rvall bushing axis since this affects shielding from

rain and hence the surface resistance. This is because the steady state dc electric field

distributjon along a rvall bushing is essentially determined by the prevailing conductivity.If a

"dß¡" zone with relatively high resistance is created close to the flange end due to shielding

effects of a 'nvall, the electric field rvill be modified and redistributed. The perturbation leads to

a significant increase in local electrjc fields, possible 4 times the odginal electric süess in some

particular regions [aRa95].

Local E-field enhancement can cause the initiation of streamer discharges. If the local fields

are suffi.ciently high, streamer discharges will be developed, mainly dependent on streamel

criterion, and propagate across the acdve regions. The presence of rvater droplets either in air

or on the hydrophobic surface favors súeamer facilitation and therefore fr¡rther lowers the

inception voltage for streamer discharges.

9



During the progress of a streamer, if the local electrjc stress in front of streamer is larger than

the cdtical value for propagation, say, 4.55kV/cm [,A.1Gh93], the streamer rvill advance.

Othenvise, it rvill become inactive and eventually extinguish.

As a streamer apptoaches the opposite electrode, a streamer-spark transition rvill occur; if

enough energy can be drarvn from the surounding electric field. The bushing type

configuration favors such an occurrence, leading to a complete extemal flashover.

The E-field distribution along a 600kV rvall bushing has been measured under different

conditions in a laboratorl envirorìment. The results þaWJ91] shorv that the fieid stress

increases shalply rvhen a dry zone is jntroduced. The shorter th" dry zone, the higher the

increase. The E-field enhancement can easily exceed fir'e times the stress under a uniform rain

condidon. In the same experiment, the impact of hydlophobicity rvas also investigated. It rvas

also found rhat a hydrophobic surface prevents field enhancement in the dry zone and

substantially reduces the radial field stress. Á.s a result, significant reducdon in discharges and

surface cuffent rvas obsen'ed during the experìment.

Further investigations on voltage distribution across the critical dty zone have been conducted

at IREQ and at Dorsey, Manitoba Hydro paBK96]. The result shows that under different

rveather condidons there are large variations in surface resistivity, a high degree of non-

unifomity in voltage distribution, rvhich results in discharges across th. dty zone. The

maximum voltage across the critical dry zone under worst case scenado is nearly 3 times the

value for uniforrn voltage distribution. H\DC rvall bushings under these conditions would

have experienced flashovers, had they not been adequately protected with booster sheds.
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2.2Domi¡ating Factors in FrvDC Wall Bushing lJneven wetting Flashover

Considerable laboratory investigations have been conducted to understand the dominating

factors in HVDC rvall bushing performance. The follorving is a brief surnmaly of the findings.

Z.Z.lDryZorne Length

One of the conspicuous characteristics of uneven rvetting flashover is the U-shaped rela-

tìonship betrveen the flashover voltage and the "dry" zone length as shorvn rn Fig. 2.1. A

drastic reducdon in flashover voltage can been seen due to urìeven rvetting. There is no doubt

thata critical "dry" zone length or range does exist corresponding to the minimum flashover

voltage. In general, minimal rvithstand stlesses in the range of 60-75kY/m can be expected

for critical "þ" zone lengths of about 10-30o/o as shorvn in Table 2.1[NaMIBg], [ScHN91],

þamp88l, pamb9Ol.

Critical Flashover

Súess (kv/m)

Table 2.LCri¡cal Flashover Stress for lJneven Wetting Flashover

Dry zone length (%)

Reference

75

18

pampSSl

63

10

[ScHN91]

67

17-30

pamb90l

17
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Fig.2.1 also indicates that the location of the dry zone is important. 1ü4ren it is located next to

the HV terrninal, the flashover voltage can be 100 kV greater than rvhen th" dry zone is

located at the gtound end. The results of Fig. 2.1 rvere obtained under negative polarity.

,4. single dry zone at the ground end, under negative polarity, yields a flashover voltage lorver

than that obtained rvhen a single dry zone is located anyrvhere else on the bushing, at either

polarity. It is likely that the above is true even if the zone rvere split into several distdbuted

zones so that the total þ zone lengths are equal.

0 0.5 t.0 l.s
Dry zone width, m

Fig.2.l Effect of dry zone on the flashover voltage pamb9O]

(Ì.ain conductivity: 28OpS/cm; Rain rate: 0.65mm/min)

2.2.2 R:ain Conductivity

The conductivity of natural rain varjes from time to time. It is also likely that the rain conduc-

tivity changes during a rain fall, being higher in the initial minutes and then decreasing. Spot

measurements of natural rain conductivity at BP,A, and EPRI shorv that it could be as low as 2

-10 pS/cm [ScHN91].
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The effect of rain conductir.ity in the range of 30-300tts/cm was investigated on a 600kV rvall

bushing with about 30% length "f dry zone 
^t 

the ground end parnbg}]. Fig.2.2 shorvs results

obtained from an uncoated bushing and a bushing rvith a partial kaolin coating. The consistent

results suggest that with increase of rain salinity the flashover voltage decreases. r\ linear

correladon is found betrveen the logarithm of the rnifrimum flashover voltage ff,,.,) and the

logarithm of the rain conductivity. In the relationship V,,o - (conductiviq)', the exponent 't)

falls in the range of -0.09 to -0.11. \ù7. Lampe has also proposed a similar forrnula, i.e.,

dependence of flashover voltage on the rvater salinity (r) is Vr. * r<''"8 paW1911.
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In tests conducted under uneven rvetting with lorv rain conductivity values, i.e. 5-10 ¡lSf crrr, a

higher flashover voltage rvas observed [ScHN91], much more pronounced than the above

73

Fig.2.2 Effect of rain conductivity on the flashover voltage pamb9O]
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Power larv relation. It has also been observed that, the lorver the rain conductivity, the more

the influence of uneven rvetting on the cdtical flashover vokage (CFO) [SuCL91].

\ùØhen the salinity of the rain is increased to a certain value, the transition of flashover

mechanism can be expected, from the uneven rvetting caused flashover to a contaminadon

caused flashovet mechanism. Such a transition could take place at rain salinity of 500-

1 000pS/cm pa\)ØJ911, pamp88l.

Besides rain conductivity, flashovet of uneven rvetted rvall bushings âre also slightly influenced

by pre-deposited surface contaminants.

2.2.3 VI all Bushing Confi guration

It has been experimentally confirmed that the flashover voltage of an unevenly rvetted rvall

bushing is influenced by its intemal and exremal design.

In contrast to the observations made rvith a rvall bushing qpe configuration, an invesdgation

¡WuHÅ9S1 has revealed that an uneven rvetting pattem has a negligible influence on the

flashover of post insulators. In other rvotds, uneven wetting flashover is particularþ dependent

on the configr-rration.

It is knorvn that the flashover voltage of an empty shell is higher than that of a complete

bushing, especially during the critical non-uniform rain. The minimum withstand voltage of an

oil filled shell with protruded electrode, may be as lorv as 70o/o of the corresponding value for

ari emPty shell, and as lorv as 600/o of the withstand value under uniforrn rain fNaMISg]. In the

discussion section of the same paper, it is also reported that the flashover stress of empty

porcelain is nearþ nvice of that of an actual bushing. Horvever, the shed profiles were not

14



identical; the hollorv shell in the test rvas substantially smaller than the full size bushing under

the test.

Creepage length is an important parameter to improve the HV performance under se\rere

sewice conditions, particularþ for contaminatjon flashover. Horvever, increase in specific

length may not be necessarly helpfrrl in improving the HV performance of HVDC rvall

bushing. The efficacy of the specific length may be compromised due to the fact that the

flashover occurs along the tips of sheds under a þpical uneverì rvetting condirion.

Â significant improvement of rvall bushing performance was reported by using additional

booster sheds pamb9O]. Also, some improvement of insulation stlength under non-uniforrn

rvet condition can be expected with a wider shed spacing and rvater drip sheds having a larger

shed diameter with an adequate interval [NaMI89]. The flashover \roltages also increase with

decreasing 
^vere.ge 

shed diameter.

Z.Z. Yoltase Polarity and Voltage Type

Field experience has shorvn that more flashover occurs under negative than positive poladty

for H\IDC rvall bushings. As shorvn in Table 1.1, over 70o/o of reported HVDC wall bushing

flashovers have occurred under negative polarity. This is consistent with experimental

investigations, which shorv that critical flashover voltage is lorve¡ with negative polarity.

In [ScHN91], PIU 500kV bushings flashovered in laboratory tests with (ve) polarity at 390kV

but withstood under positive polarity at 500kV under uneven weting condition with rain

conductivity of 50-70pS/cm. The results confirmed the PIU service experience at Sylmar

station rvhere flashovers have occurred only with negative polarity.

15



To verift the influence of voltage tyl)e, uneven rvetting flashover tests under both ac and dc

voltages rvere conducted on a bushing. As shorvn nFig.2.3, uneven wetting flashor.er voltage

is comparadvely lorver under the dc voltage than under the ac voltage.

_q
{ù
F
,+5.{oÞ
]{
IfD
Þô
E
d
Ét

Fig.2.3lJneven rvetling flashover voltage under the ac and (ve) dc voltage [SuCL91]

2.2.5 M.rngadng Measures

To improve the performance of HVDC wall bushings, the follorving mitigating measures have

been used rvith different degrees of success.

o Hot-line washing or de-energized cleaning

Ir DC
.Ð. Aûoat

o ro 20 Ïr .rlo 5'{] ËÐ 
"o(#l- rstLo sf d-y si,aÞ€ rfdth

o Periodic greâse coating þoth silicone and hydrocarbon)

o RTV silicone rubber coating

o Installation of polymeric booster sheds

Cleaning is helpfi:l and has been widely used but often it fails to completely eliminate

problem. Silicone grease has been proven to be effective at some sites, although there

1.6

the

AÍC



failures teported even with silicone grease coating. The biggest concelrì arising from the use of

grease is carbonization due to local spark, rvhich may further cause the puncture of porcelain

housing. It is also costly and tjme-consuming process to regularly replace the grease in order to

maintain the surface hydrophobicity.

Room temperature vulcanizing ßTÐ silicone rubber rvas originally used to coat ceramic and

glass insulators to enhance their electrical perforrnance in rvet and contaminated envi¡onments.

The RTV coating provides rvater repellency ftydrophobiciry), rvhich prevents the formation of

condnuous rvater films on the surface and thus suppresses leakage cu1ïent and flashover. The

high resistance in surface layer of the coatings also diminjshes the energy available for streamer

discharge, since recharging of the stray capacitance takes a lot longer. Therefore, suppression

of the flashover becomes possible. A 70o/o increase in the critical flashover voltage rvas

observed in experimental investigation [SuSu96]. Ageing of RTV coating has been a source of

concem, although the RTV coating have been generally effective in preventing wall bushing

flashover. Loss of rvatet repellence wâs identified as the cause of the flashovers of trvo RTV

coated 400kV wall bushings at Sylmar [CEq.95]. Laboratory experìments indicated the surface

resistance with new RTV coating rvas about 1000 times that of the bare porcelain housing

[ScLu91]. Howevet, the surface resistance can be as lorv as 10 times that of the bare porcelain

housing for a field aged RTV coating.

.A.s another altemad.ve, booster sheds can be used to improve the performance of a rvall bush-

ing. These supplementary plastic sheds may be added very easily to existing bushings and

replaced quickly if necessary. Th.y rvere originally desþed to counter the effects of heavy

rvetting on latge, near verdcal, ac stadon posts and bushings by preventing the cascading of

rvatet short-circuiting the gaps betrveen sheds. On horizontal bushings, they probably intro-
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duce a serjes of reladve "dty" zones to improve the voltage distribution. ,A.lso, booster sheds

may serve as banìers to the propagation of a leader. It has been verified pamb89] that the

presence of the booster sheds prevented flashover at operating voltage, rvhile a 600kV rvall

bushing without booster sheds may suffer a flashover at 400kV under uneven rvetting

condition. Horvevet, there is s 'll some reluctance in the industry to the use of booster sheds

[Rash91]. The use of booster sheds has been very successfirl in eliminating rvall-bushing

flashovers in Manitoba Hydro since the middle 80's. The flashover voltages may be increased

by 73-20o/o as teported in [SuSu96].

FIVDC rvall bushings with silicone rubber sheds have been available since late 1980s.

Manitoba Hydro has had a 500kV composite wall bushing in senice for ten years with no

flashovers and no need to clean it þ{cDe02].

It has also been reported [ScGG91] that vertical bushings rvere used to avoid the uneven

rvetting conditions. The bushings were washed using a permanently installed rvater spray

system. The regular washing helped to minimize the potential contamination due to the

ptoximity of the bushings to the sea.

2.3 Existing Models fot lJneven Wetting Flashover for Wall Bushings

It is of practical interest to study the phenomena either by experiments or by modeling with

the objective of improving the perfoflnance of wall bushings. In contrast to firll-scale tests,

which are vely costly and time consuming, an appropdate model is an economical altemative

to study the problem. There âre two mathemadcal models available to describe the flashover

of a H\{DC rvall bushing, both of rvhich are based on the equivalent circuit concept.
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2.3.1 EPRI Model [Scl.u9ll
In 1,991, H. lvI. Schneider and A. E. Lux suggested a simple model, rvhich can be used to

determine a crjterjon for the dry-zone flashover of H\IDC rvall bushings under non-uniform

rain, based on their experimental observations. The model assumes that

o A rvall bushing can be approximated by a honzontal cylindrical insulator of uniform

diameter along its length as shorvn nFig.2.4.

o The 'wet' zone of the bushing is thoroughly wet with a resistance per unit length of \'..

Fig.2.4 Simplified rvall bushing model [ScLu91]
Lr, is the physical length (stike distance) of a bushing;
L. is the initial length of the dry zone;
and L¿ denotes instantaneous length of the dry zone

The 'dry' zone is initiaily dty -ith a resistance per unit length of Rd". The actual length of

the 'dry' zone is a function of time and lineady decreases as the rain continues.

\X/hen the voltage Vo across the instantaneous 'dry' zone reaches the value of the

bteakdown voltage \u, breakdorvn of the 'dry' zone occurs. Consequently, an impulse

essentially equal to the entire applied voltage appears across the remaining rvet region. This

impulse voltage is capable of propagating torvard the high voltage electrode especially
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under negadve polârity, rvhich is positive streamer, and thus causes possible complete

flashover of a rvhole bushing.

Based upon the above assumpdons, condidons for flashover of the 'dry' zone are,

RVrvu/s

R,n EoLu

In other rvords, if the ratio of the resistance per unit length of the rvet region to the resistance

per unit length of the drier region is high enough, then flashover u¡jll not occru. On the other

hand, a flashover will occur if the initial dry region length is less than a certain critical value.

The relative values of resistance per unit length of the rvet and dry region determine whether

of not th. dry zone flashovers.

Equations Q.1) and Q.2) yr'eld necessâry criteria fot flashover of H\IDC wall bushings under

non-uniforrn rain. The above condidons are not sufficient to câuse a complete bushing

flashover, since the model only considers the breakdorvn of the dry region without considedng

the propagation mechanism of such aparaal flashover.

The model successfirlly explains that either increasing'nvet surface resistance by a RTV coating

or decreasing th. dry surface resistance by a resistive glaze on the surface can improve the

performance of the wall bushing significandy under critical uneven rvetting conditions.

,V, RtruLoo,

L >'Eu Ruu '
orAu,

R,to

2.1

2.2
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2.3.2 IREQ Model [RiKagq

In later 1991, Farouk. A. lvl. Rizk and Sherif I. I(amel

provides the necessary and sufficient conditjons for

uneven vetting condidons.

proposed a

flashover a

more intricate model, rvhich

HVDC rvall bushing under

Rci: core and inter-shed surface resistance of section i
Rsi: the extreme shed surface resistance
Cgi: the súay capacitance of the secdon to ground
Cä: the capacitance to the HV conductor
Rü: represents the associated dielectric losses
Csi: the equivalent inter-shed capacitance
Cssi: the extreme shed self capacitance
di: accounts for the fu g p length determined by the shortest distance in

air between the tips of the extfeme sheds of the section

Fig.2.5 Schematic diagram of IREQ Model [RiKâ91]

As shown n FA.2.5, a rvall bushing was modeled by a complex network of resistors, rep-

resenting the surface layer, shunted by spark gaps corresponding to spacing betrveen con-

secutive sheds, as rvell as capacitors accounting for the súay capacitance of the layer to ground

(wall) and the intemal bushing capacitance. It is suggested that flashover is initiated by

27
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streamer bridging of the dry zone rvhich is enhanced by the non-uniform voltage distribution

along a bushing. Âny gaps rvithin th" dry zone rvill sparkover rvhen the average applied voltage

gradient, due to non-uniform voltage distribution, reaches the minimum streameï gradient E-,

rvhich fot a rod-rod configutation, under dc voltage, amounts to approximately 5.4k\r / ,m.

Due to energy stored in the bushing stray capacitance, fast voltage collapse across the dry zone

leads to impulsive stressing of the wet pârt of a bushing. The non-uniform distribution of that

impulse stress and the process of streamer bridgrng, fast voltage collapse as rvell as subsequent

recharging of the bushing capacitors can lead to condnued discharge propagation and

flashover of the entire bushing.

In [RiICe91], th" findings of the model have been compared with the results of field

observadons and expedments at IREQ. The model âccounts for the following aspects of the

flashover mechanism: critical dry zone length, polarity effect, specific leakage path, wet layer

conductance per unit length as well as the dc system voltage.

2.4 Summary

The chapter reviews the litetature dealing with H\DC wall bushing flashover. The finding of

the literature review may be summadzed as following:

1,. ,{n uneven wetting condition has been identified as the main cause of flashovers in H\IDC

rvall bushing. This type of flashover is significantly different from typical H\rDC insulator

failue mode caused by contamination.

2. HVDC wall bushin5 are vely susceptible to the external environment. Substantial E-field

enhancement can be expected, which may lead to a flashover, once a dry zone is created.
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There is a U-shaped relationship betrveen flashover \¡oltage and dry zone length. ,{

minimal flashover stress in the tange of 60-75kV/m is expected for the critical dry zone

length of 10-30o/o.

Impact of rain conductivity decreases with increase of rain conductivity. Uneven rvetting

flashover is the predominant mechanism undl tain salinity corresponds to a water

conductivity 1000pS/cm, rvhen contaminadon flashover mechanism may start to take

ovef.

4.

5. The bushing q?e of configuration is most susceptible to the uneven rvetting {lashover. An

increase in the creepage length rvill not have any significant improvement in performance

under the uneven rvetting.

Both effect of voitage polarity and the effect of voltage type have been observed. Over

70o/o of reported HVDC rvall bushing flashovers occurred under negadve polarity. The

positive polarity strength is 30o/o higher than the negadve polarity strength under non-

uniform rain [ScHN91].

Mitìgating measures such as cleaning, greasing, RTV coating, and booster sheds have been

used to prevent the uneven wetting flashovers. Among those, RTV and booster sheds

offer most effective prevendon.

There are two mathematical models available to explain the phenomena of uneven rvetdng

flashovers. Both are based on the equivalent circuit concept. The IREQ model is

presented in [RiKa91] whete it is shorvn to explain some results of experimental and field

observations, such as critical dry zone length, polarity effecg specific length.

23
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I{norvledge of the physics of discharges in air is of paramount importance in order to explain,

interpret and, to some extent, predict the dielectric behavior of external insulation based on

physical consideradons. In this chapter, a brief review of the physics of gaseous discharges is

presented follorved by a proposed description of fundamental processes involved in an uneven

wetting caused HVDC rvali bushing flashover. Mechanisms that are responsible for the

initiation of a streamer, streamer propagation, as rvell as the sequence of discharges are

discussed. Furthermore, a numetìcal model is proposed to predict the flashover voltage.

PHYSICS OF DISCHARGES AND NUMERICAI MODEL
FOR UNEVEN WETTING FI-ASHOVER

Chapter 3

3.1dc Dischatges in Air

Trvo types of discharges exis! namely streamer discharge and leader discharge. The transirìon

f¡om a streâmer to leader depends upon the availability of the energy stored in the gap and

cuffent through th" grp. Horvever under dc voltage, leader propagation is not favoured

[hio79]. Soon after its formation the leader stops, the channel is cooled the potential of the

leader tip decreases and the discharge is extinguished. Therefore, a dc flashover is essentially

govemed by streamer discharges.

There are two theories, namely the Townsend and Streamer cntena, available to account for

discharge inception. 'While the Townsend cdterion relates discharge inception to the self-

sustaining abiJity of the pnmary avalanche, the Streamer cdterion links the discharge inception

to the transition of the pnmary avalanche to a secondaty avalanche.
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Holer.er, for non-uniform field gaps, the inception of discharges is a necessary but not

sufficient condition for flashover. To flashover 
^ 

g p, the electric field along a gap is required

to be sufficiendy high to sustain the propagation of discharges.

Practically, the streamer can be represented by a slightly conductive channel with a longitudinal

gradient of 4.55k\r/cm þlGh93] for f r.e streamers and 11.5kV/cm [luo79] for -r,e

streamets. They are the critical gradients required for streamer propagation. Table 3.1 lists the

measured electrjc gtadients for streamer propagation in air by several researchers. Streamer

propagation is also dependent upon the availabiJity of photoelectrons in ftont of it. The cdtical

value for electric fìeld is about 600V/cm fNaSh69]; above this level the extemal field is strong

enough to overcome random thermal modon, and photoelectrons are able to drift into the

high held region around the space chatge. When the space charge energy is insufficient to

propagate into the lorv field region or the drift velocig of electrons due to rhe extemal field

does not significantly exceed the thermal velocity, a streamer rvill terminate.

Researcher

Table 3.l Streamer Propagating Gradients at RAD = 1[AIGh93]

Phelps & Griffiths

-Allen & Boutlendi (a)

þ)

Stress (kV/m)

Geldenhuys

,A.llen & Dtirg

,{.alen & Ghaffar

451

487

Gap Type and
Length 1cm¡

490
510

464

Parallel Plane
I

414

Patallel Plane
66

Humidity (g,/^)

375
422

Rod Plane 50

Rod Plane 60

Parallel Plane
15

0

1,1,

25

1,1

1,1

71:

1,1

0
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The equivalent mean velocity of streamer advancement is of the order of several tens of

cm/ps. Once streamers reach the opposite electrode, the final jump rvill be initiated. At that

moment, electrons are emitted flom the electrode, the cument and the propagating velocity of

discharges increase exponentially, and as a result the channel becomes totally ionised and

voltage inside the channel collapses.

3.2 I{VDC Wall Bushing Flashover under lJneven Wetting Conditions

In general, a rvet surface resulting from rain can significantly lorver the surface strength of an

insulator. For a dc insulator under uniform rain, the flashover stress shorvs a large scatter and

varies betrveen 170-400kV/m.A flashover stress of 200kY/m rvas obtained for a dc station

post insulator in both uniforrn and non-uniform rain under both polarities [)7uFIÅ95].

Fulthermore, both field and experìment results shorv that flashover stresses as lorv as

60-70kV/m can be expected for unevenly rvetted v¡all bushings, which implies that additional

mechanisms are involved in H\IDC rvall bushing flashovers.

The mechanisms and peculiarities of the phenomena rvill be discussed in this secdon in details.

3.2.1Wetting Process

During the process of rvetting, a watet drop is initially dropped on to an insulating surface as

shorvn in Fig. 3.1. The contact angle and surface tension are related by the Young's Equadon,

Where 0 is the stadc contact angle and q, o*, o" are the surface tensions of insulator, water

and att respectively. The contact angle is customarily measured through the tiquid. The larger

the angle, the greater the hydrophobicity. For hydrophilic surfaces such as porcelain, the
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contact angle is normally less than 90o, while for a hydrophobic surface such as composite

material rhe contact angle is largerthan 90'. Underrain, continuous highlyconductive water

layers normally 0.1 - O.3mm thick may be expected to form on a porcelain zurface [Lamp88].

On the other hand, for a RTV coated porcelain surface or other composite material,

continuous rain only increases the densiry of water drops on the surface without leading to dre

formation of a continuous water film. Hence, rain results in the formation oÍ. alayer of low

conductiviry; the layer may be covered by movable conductive droplets.

Fig. 3./ Surface tensions and contact angle for water drop on a dielectric surface

The resistance of one section of afull scale (500kV) wall bushingunder rainwith conductivþ

of 90 ¡rS/cm, was found to be about 1OOOMO, initially, andthen decayedto 1OMf) [ScLu91].

The surface resistiviry of weued porcelain, can therefore be estimated by the following

formula,

\X/here R is the measured surface resistance, D is the diameter of the insulator and L is the

creepage length. In this case, D is 73.5cm and L is 640cm. Thus the surface resistiviry is about

4 xLOs Q for a dry porcelain surface and about 4 x1O6 O for a wetted surface. For wetted
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porcelain with RT\r coating, the sutface resistivity may be of the order of 107 ç¿. If it is

assumed that the conductance is mainly due to the presence of an electrolytic film on the

surface, the surface resistir-ity and r.olume conducdr.ity of rain are related by

\,Mhere yis the volume conductivity of rain, d the thickness of the rvater fikn (0.01-0.03cm),

and k, is a quantity accoundng for both surface condidon and pre-deposit contaminant level. ,

In this case, k, is 3.6, since y is 90pS/cm and d is 0.01cm.

k.
ntss y-d

3.2.2lnfluence of Uneven Wetting Pattern on E-field Distribution

Due to the shielding effect of a rvall on a horizontally mounted H\IDC rvall bushing, an

uneven rvettìng Pattem is created, particularly rvhen rain is accompanied by rvind having the

direction shorvn in Fig.3.2 [ForrBB], þ'lcDeBB]. The existence of an uneven wetting pattem has

been confutned by field investigations. The rvetdng pattem is strongly influenced by rvind

direcdon, rain intensity, and also the time duration of rain. The rain intensity at the HV and

ground ends may differ by a factor of 10 -100, rvhich could lead to a much more significant

difference in surface conductance.

Hence, arì uneven rvetting pattem can substantially change the potential distribution and

electrjc fields. With a critical lengt-h of dry zone, both intemal and extemal electic fields could

be several times higher than those under dry conditions flaRag5] and therefore render a

favourable condidon to initiate and sustain discharges.

(3 3)
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Rain Direction

The influence of an urìeven rvetting pattem on the dc elecuic field distribution is investigated

þRa95] rvith a 11OkV dc bushing model shorvn rn Fig.3.3 and Table 3.2.In the computation

model, actual profile of bushing sheds has been taken into consideradon. The edge of the

condenser core is treated as knorvn boundary with a linear potential distribution. The E-field

distributions are calculated using the ,{NSYS program with 8000 elements and over 10000

nodes. The results in Fig. 3.4-3.7 rvere obtained with th" dry zonelocated at the ground end.

Fig.3.4 shorvs E-field contours of bushing models with different lengths of dry zones. The

normalized E-fields at shed tips and those in air close to the bushing surface are shown in

Figs.3.5 and3.6 tespectively.Fig.3.T shorvstheinfluenceof thelengthof the dryzoneonthe

electric field.

Fig.3.2 Shielding effect of hall rvall under rain rvith wind

Dry zone NØet zone
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Fig. 3.3 E-field computation model for a 1,lkV rvall bushing

Table 3.2Key Dimensions of the 110kV Bushing Model

E
-ax ia I

LE,^0,",

Number of Shed Pairs

Inner Diameter of the Porcelain Housing

Shed Overhand/spacing

Outer Diametet of the Porcelain Housing

22

45/50mm

20Omm

30

260mm



(a) dry bushing (b)50% tuy zone
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Fig. 3.4Impact of dty zone length on E-field coritours ffaRa95]

(d)10% dry nne (e) wet bushing
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For a dry bushing, the highest electric field region is around the top cap of the bushing, rvhle

the electric field along the extemal sulface, such as electric field at shed tips or in air close to

the bushing surface are reladvely low. Therefore, the chance of extemal flashovet for a dry

bushing is lorv, although corona may occur at the bushing top.

As the dry zone length decreases, it is noticed that both the internal and extemal electric fields

increase significantly, especially rvhen th" dry zone length is 30o/o or less. The location of the

maximum electdc field in oil shifts from the final FfV-end foil of the condenser core to the oil

gap benveen the earth-end foil of tìre condenser core and porcelain housing, rvhìle the

maximum elecujc fields in porcelain and on the extemal surface move to the region near the

fust dry shed rvhich is closest to the wet zone. Evidently, the E-field distribution of a dc rvall

bushing is very sensitive to extemal surface condidon. With a length of 1,0o/o dry zone, the

maximum value of E-field in oil is as high as 4-5 times that of a dry bushing and the

maximum value of E-field in porcelain is 10 times that of a dry bushing. Horvever, since the

electdc strength in air is comparatively lorv, the effect of dlastically increased E-fields along the

external surface is more predominant. Relatively high electric field regions near the bushing

surface ate observed which cover more of the bushing surface as the dty zone length decreases

as shown n F1g.3.4. ¡{.n extemal flashover can be triggered if the local E-field is sufficiently

high and the high field region is large enough to sustain streamer growth and form a spark.

Therefore, uneven rvetting can cause exttemely severe operating condidons for external and

intemal insulation. Extemal flashover, radial puncture of the porcelain housing and discharges

in the oil can occur even at operating voltage. External flashover, preseflce of acetylene

dissolved in oil up to the level of 200-700ppm and erosion of the inner surface of porcelain

housing have been reported [RaMcB9-2].
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Intetestingly, the extemal electric field improves dramadcally with decrease of the dry zone

length to zero (i.e. a completely rvetted bushing). The reason is that the completely rvetted

extemal surface provides a relatively uniform voltage distribution along the bushing sulface,

thus linearizing the extemal E-field distribution, horvever at the expense of increasing the

intemal electric field.

The impact of uneven wetting pâttem on E-field distribution can be summarized as follorving.

1,. lJneven rvetting can cause a redistribution of the electric field in both intemal and extemal

insulation. \x/ith the dry zone length in a critical range, insulation integnty can be

compromised significantly in both intemal and extemal insulation.

2. Extemal coadngs, especially RTV coating, result in some improvement in the electric field

distribution. Therefore, the performance of a coated bushing is superior to that of an

uncoated one.

-). The configuration of a rvall bushing has an influence on both the intemal and extemal

electric field distribudons; hollorv shells exhibit relative lorv electric field, rvhile a complete

bushing has reladve high electric field and high radial component of electric field.

To understand the mechanism of flashover initiation, E-field simulation prior to flashover

is essential and important.

4.

3.2.3 Role of Raindrops in the Flashover Process

When a water drop is present in an ambient electric field, interaction occurs behveen the

electric field and the &op. A drop will be polanzed, and then in nrm the bound charges due ro

rJ:'e polanzation 'nvill distort the nearby electric field. For a spherical raindrop s'ith radius of a,

Fig. 3.8, the ambient electrjc field E" is distorted and becomes [Xieg62],
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E, :U *4 . ( t, - -!' )18,, .coso
rt 'e, +2€r" a

-3 c 
-eE, =ll-- (*ll E,,.sino e.4)r' e, + ¿el

!Øhich, in hrm, yields the maximum electric field near the raindr.op,

E ^*=[r+ T ,i*)fE" =3'8"

Therefore, the local electrjc fields close to water drops are significandy enhanced. Considering

the elongating effect of water drops, fi:rther increase of the local electric field may be expected.

(a) Ambient electricfield þ) Resttltanî electricftela

Fig. 3.8 Electric field distortion due to the presence of a rvater drop

Due to the intetaction between the electdc field and rvater drops, follorving additional

dominating mechanisms are responsible for the initiation of discharges.

Discharses Due to the Disintesration of Raindron

\ùØhen raindrops fall into high electric field regions, they get polanzed, and elongate in the

rlitection of electric field. If the electric field is sufficiendy divergent, they rvill expedence a

force directed torvards the region of highest field.

(3 5)
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The total potential enelgy, 'Sü,,,,', of a raindrop mainly consists of the surface tension energy,

'\X/., and the electrostatic potential energy, S7".

Wr:S'O=47f5r2

rvhere: !(/.,'$7", ând'$7,o,, are energies for surface tension, electrostadc potential and the total

potential;

S is the surface area, roughly equals to 4nf ,rvhile r is the radius of a rain&op;

o is the surface tension (for rvater in air õ=0.0728 N/m);

W,: )e - e )l@ tE")dv = -i" (e - e,)e,Eir3

Wtot,,t =W, +W, - f (e,orEo,r)

t and Ê, ate permittivity of ar and a raindrop respectively, in F/m;

E and Eo are the electric fields inside a raindrop and the ambient electric field

respectively;

v is the volume of a raindrop.

During the process of raindrop deformation, the electrostatic force causes the elongation of a

drop, whìle the surface tension prevents its elongatìon and tries to keep the surface are 
^s

small as possible. A.s a result, it is expected that there is a local minimal point for the total

potential energ, at which the equilibrium condition is no longer satisfied and the electrostatic

force becomes greater than the surface tension of a drop and leads to instability of a raindrop.

Namely, 
^watet 

drop starts to be mechantcally unstable and ejects rvater filaments ftom its tips

ot coalesces with other drops.
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The elongation of a water dtop increases exponentially with the electric field. The degree of

elongation and the point of instabiJity are dependent on the drop size and the electric field.

The critical ambient electric field, rvhich causes the disintegration of a water drop, in fiee space

as rvell as on a hydrophobic surface, can be found at the local minimal of total potential

energy. Hence,

Which, together with equations (3.6)-(3.8), yield foilorving fornula.

ffçlEo='",=o

!Øhere C can be derived eithet experìmentally or theoretically, and is usually in the range of

0.4-0.5 F"yl64l, [SherBS]]. At a critical electric field value the drop becomes unstable and small

droplets are ejected from the drop tip. As shown in Fig.3.9, it is expected that a raindrop with

1mm radius will be disintegrated under an electrjc field of 14.3kY/cm, rvhile a field of

10.1kV/cm is required to cause disintegration of a rain&op with 2mm radius and only about

5.1kV/cm for a 8mm drop. Horvevet, further increase in the size of raindrops does not

necessarìly result in a significantly decrease in the critical electric field value v¡hich causes its

disintegration.

Er, = C' o
r-Ê.

(3 e)

(3.10)
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Fig. 3.9 Clitical E-field for the disintegration of a raindrops (as per Eqn. 3.10 wittr C=0.5)

For charged drops, Eqn (3.10) can be modrfied to

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

Radius of raindrops (cm)

!Øhere Q is the charge on a drop, and Q,. rs the Raylergh charge limit, rvhich is the maxrmum

charge on a wateÍ drop without becoming unstable [Rayl82].

8,,=C rt-*rE

40
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The naturally accumulated charge on most raindrops is of the order of 10 
t2 C [Chal57], rvhich

normally has a negligible influence on values of E.,. Horvever, there ale a ferv drops with

charges up to 10-1('C, rvhich could lead to a 75o/o reduction of E,., for a drop with diameter of

2mm. Moreover, consideradon of the charging process as a raindrop approaches an eneg'ized

insulator, may result in a further reducdon of the E.,.

The disintegration of rvater drops may result in the onset of a streamer due to the ejected fine

droplets causing a sudden inctease in electric field nearby, thus triggering discharges along the

surface. By considering the behavior of a single water drop on an insulating surface in a dc

field, it has been reported [\ViSL93], [SuSN95] that such unstable conditions can induce

flashover at voltages lorver than that obtained under dry condiuons.

For HVDC rvall bushing uneven wetting flashover, the above instabitiry criterion is a one of

the most important mechanisms for initiation of discharges. As indicated in paVJ91], the

fust detectable discharges took place on large drops leaving the lorv part of larger sheds, rvhen

a 600kV wali bushing rvas under the uneven wedng tests.

Qn =8tt (3.12)

Corona Discharses in the Viciniw of Raindrons

A.ccotding to Eqn (3.5), the electric stress in the vicinity of rvater drops can be as high as 3

times the ambient electric fieid. Such an enhancement cân cause a significant increase in the

iornza¡on of air suttounding the raindrops, thus leading to the initiation of corona discharges.

Previous studies [Engl48] have revealed that corona onset is dependent on the radius of the

raindrop, air.pressure, temperature and relatively humidity. With a sufficient ¡eduction in air

Ptessure this mechanism could become dominant in the initiation of discharges.
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Other Factors

Water drops on a hydrophobic surface may move under the influence of electric field. Hence,

the modon of a fine filament of rvater could trigger sparks.

Other process such as photo emission, field emission, release of charged ions and charge

neutralizadon due to tecombination of ambient ions of opposite sþ may result in a charged

drop losing its charge to the surrounding air, and thus may also contribute to initiation of

discharges. Relatively high ionization and attachment coefficients are also expected compated

rvith dry condidons.

3.2.4Prcpagation of Discharges in Uneven Wetting Caused Flashover

The propagation of â streamer is mainly detetmined by the local electric field, a resultant field

due to the extemal dc field and space charges. Howevet, in the case of an unevenly wetted

bushing, the presence of a wetted surface causes some peculiadties. As shown in Fig. 3.10(a)

for a -ve H\rDC wall bushing, *ve streamer grorvth originates from the gtound end and heads

torvards the FIV end; rvhìle under *ve polarity voltage, Fig. 3.10þ), the polarity of such a

streamer is -ve. Besides the large difference betrveen the propagating properties of *ve and -ve

streamers, the follorving peculiarities also have an influence. For a FfVDC wall bushing under

-ve polarity, the head of the secondary avalanche experiences forces which tend to repel it

ftom the bushing surface and atúact it to the propagating streamer and finaily to the gtound

electrode, hence in favor of advancement of streamer and surmount the blocking effect of

sheds. Also, electrons emitted ftom a wetted surface tender a favorable condition for the

formadon of secondary avalanche. Thus the electric field for streameÍ propagation is lorver.

Under l-ve polarity, the propagating streamer is a negative streameÍ. The electrons of the

secondary avalanche are attracted by the surface and repelled by the streâmer. In addition, the
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vetted surface behaves like a sink for electrons. As

contained, and terminated, rvhich in tum leads to a

bushing under +r'e polarig.

Ð

:W
(a) -r,e polarity

a result the -ve sü:eamer is easier to be

higher flashover voltage for H\IDC rvall

Fig. 3.10 Discharge propagation with different polarity

3.2.5 Discharge Propagation on an Electtoþic Surface

The presence of an electrolytic layer on tlle surface of a rvall bushing carì cause considerable

amount of conducdve culïent, thus leading to flashover. As long as the discharges can draw

sufficient energy ftom this conductive current, it is expected that discharges rvill sustain,

advance, and eventually spark over a g p.

A schematic illustrad.on of a representative model is shown i" Fig. 3.11. The representative

equadons are given as following,

Ð

lþk''"

Hflv:%z
(b) +ve pola¡ity

\X/et

Dry
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Where: \¡. is the source'r'oltage;

Vu is the potential across the discharge;

\'2, is the voltage drop across the remaining electrolytic sutface;

V, =Vu +V,

V¿=A'I-"x

Where: I is the ârc current;

x is the length of a propagating discharge;

A, n are the characterjsdc constant of discharge, (for dc A=138, n=-0.69 [GuZh9O])

\Øhere: L is the total length of the electrolytic surface;

R is the surface resistance on the electrolytic surface;

D is the diamete¡ of a bushing;

Q-13)

Äs shorvn in Fig. 3.11 (obtained ftom equadons 3.73 to 3.15), when dashed line (actual voltage

across discharges) and solid line (voltage to sustain discharge) intersecq discharges are able to

drarv a sufficient current, thus can sustain and propagate. However, with progress of discharge,

thete is a critical point at which the discharges may be extinguished rvhen the length of

discharges exceeds x., since the current is no longer sufficient to sustain the discharge as

required in Eqn. 3.74. Hence the propagation of discharges vill be terminated. For a given

configuration, sutface resistivity and source voltage, the maximum propagating distance is x.

p. is the surface resistivity of the electrolytic surface.

Q.14)

(3.1s)
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and can be esdmated. It is also possible

sparkover for a given configuration.

Discharye

to determine the minimutn source voltage for

i
I

I

I

¿tå1-
Dt¿r\i

û O.tz 0.04 0.m 0.æ 0.1
I fpJ

Fig.3.11 Illustration of propagation of discharges on an electrolytic surface

Flg.3.12 is obtained by changing the arc length and finding the minimum voltage required for

propagation of the arc across an electrolytic sutface. Part of a bushing with average diameter

64cm and creepâge length 800cm is considered, which corresponds to the case of a bushing

with 30% length of dty zone. \ü7ith a 0.01cm thick water fi.lm, low rain conductivity of

1OpS/cm and k, -- 3.6, (equivalent to a surface resistivity of 3.6 x107 çÐ, the minimum voltage

for driving 
^n 

arc across the rvetted surface is 2050kV. This value is too high to be responsible
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for flashover under an operating voltage. Horvever, with an increase in rain conducdvity, or a

dectease in surface resistivity, the minimum voltage for propagation across an electrolytic

surface decreases significantly. \{/ith a rain conductivity of 500pS/cm, the minimum voltage is

only 420 kV. This implies that discharge propagation on an electrolytic surface may become a

predominant Process. The mechanism of discharge propagation along the electrolytic surface

could become a competing mechanism for flashover rvhen the rain conductivity is high

enough rvhen a thick layer of rain is deposited. The above calculations âre consistent with

experìmental obsen'ations paWJ g 1 ].
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Fig. 3.12 Minimum voltage fot arc propagaúon along wetted surface with respect to the arc length
(rvith 64cm in average diameter and 800cm in creepage length)
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The suggested model can be used fot prediction of flashor.er l¡oltage, rvhen a H\IDC rvall

bushing is impacted by conductive rain or rvhen rain occurs in combination with heavy

contaminadon.

3.2.6 Sequence of Events for Uneven Wetting Flashover of FfVDC Wall Bushing

Based on the above discussed mechanisms and processes, the follorving sequence of events is

suggested as being representati'e of the rvhole process of H\IDC rvall bushing flashover due

to uneven rvetdng,

lJneven Vetting:

Enhancement of E-field:

In a rain with rvind as shorvn in Fig. 3.2, a "dry" zone (with

reladve high resistance) is created at the ground end due to

shielding effects of a rvall.

Electric fields, particularly those around the region rvhere th" dry

and rvet zones meet, are greatly increased, due to the fact that the

steady state dc distribution is determined by the prevailing

resistivity. IJneven rvetting leads to a H\IDC rvall bushing

operating under a severe condidon.

Discharges are initiated due to the abnormal enhancement of

electric field. The critical volume is around the region betrveen

th. dry and rvetted zone with high electric fields. Effects of

disintegration of raind¡ops, E-field distortion due to raindrops

further account for the inception of discharges. A lorver

inception voltage of discharge initiation can be expected.

Initiation of Discharges:
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Propagation of Discharge: Dischârges propagate across the whole bushing, if enough

energy is available from the gâp, space charges, or leakage

cuffent on the electrolytic surface.

Sparkover: Once clischarges approach the high voltage electrocle, extemal

flashover will be established.

3.3 E-field Based Numerical Model for Prediction of IfVDC Wall Bushing Flashover

due to lJneven Wetting

A numerical model, based on the E-fìeld distribution, is proposed to predict the flashover

voltage of an unevenly wetted HVDC wall bushing. The conditions for streamer initiation and

propagation discussed in the previous sections are incorporated into the model as the citteria

fot flashover.

3.3.1 Mathematical D es cription of E-fi eld

For a FIVDC wall bushing, the E-field distribution is governed by the following equarion,

Ql, = E,U) Boundary condition

Ql,=o =rP(0) lrutial condition

!(/here, q(*,y,2) is the electrical potential;

e(x,y,z) is the permitrivity of the material involved;
y(*,y,r) is the conductivity of the material involved;
p(*,y,2) is the volume charge densiry.

(u rr, r.r, * * r rr, r, ¿\#. #.#)= p (x, y, z)
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Prior to flashover and ignoring the influence of space charges, Eqn. 3.16 reduces to the

Laplacian equation, sadsfies boundary condidons at interfaces of different materìals, and yields

the steady-state dc E-field distribution. This simplification is supported by the results of E-

field measurements in the laboratory. Thus, the E-fìeld distribution pâttem of a HVDC rvall

bushing pdor to flashover is mainly determined by the conductf ity of the different matedals

and geomery.

3.3.2 Electric Field Modelling for FIVDC Wall Bushing

To model the dc E-field distribution of a rvall bushing under different surface conditions,

several assumptions were made as follorving,

1. Considering tlle rotadonal symmetrical character-istics of rvall bushing prior to a flashover,

a 2-dimensional axial symmetrìc model rvas used.

J Different materials þushing oil, porcelain, water film and air) rvere assþed conductivities

shorvn in Table 3.2 to simulate tlpical operating conditions.

To simulate the surface condidon of an unevenly rvetted rvall bushing, a thin layer of rvater

fiLn with various conductivities rvere used.

3.

4. Since the bushing gading system rvas opdmised in desþ and the relatively large

conductance betrveen nvo adjacent grading foils ensures the potential distribution along

the gtading core to be unaffected by sttay leakage outside the core, the edge of the Sading

core can be treated as known boundary with a linear potential distribution.

The electric field distributions of a HVDC rvall bushing under different wetting conditions

rvere investigated with the assistance of ANSYS finite element analysis softrvare.
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(a) completely dry (b) with 30oÁ lensth dry zone

Fig.3.13 Potential contours for a 600kV FIVDC rvall bushing

(a) completely dry þ) wíth 30oró length dry zone

Fig.3.l4 E-field contours for a 600kV H\|DC rvall bushing
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The investigation of the electric field distribudon rvas conducted with a ó00k\¡ HVDC rvall

bushing using the ANSYS finite element analysis program virh 8000 elemenrs and 10000

nodes. Figures 3.13 and 3.14 illusuate potential and electrìc field contours respectively under a

completely dry surface and an unevenly rvetted sul:face rvith 30% length of dry zone locared at

gound end. -A q'pical electric field distribution alongthe shed tips is shorvnin Fig.3.15. This

distribution rvas obtained with 30o/o þ zone length and ¡ain conductivity of 1OOpS/cm. The

E-field analysis shorvs that uneven rvetting causes a redistrìbution of the electric field, and

hence causes a severe operating condition for a H\IDC rvall bushing.
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Fig. 3.15 Electric field distribution along the critical line that links tips of sheds
for a 600kV HVDC rvall bushing
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Table 3.3 Conductivity of Different Materials [ScLu9{, ]Hart94l

Material

|(s/m)

oil

33.3 FilrDC Wall Bushing lJneven Wetting Flashover Criterion

Most HVDC rvall bushings operâte undet very lightly contaminated conditions, lorv con-

ductivity rain, or both. The streamer process is therefore ptim"rù responsible for flashover. In

the case of negative polarity rvall bushings, it is essential that positive stleamers be initiated

near the gtound end and propagate torvards the high voltage terminal. The follorving model is

proposed to determine the critical flashover voltage of an unevenly wetted rvall bushing.

Experimental observations have confir:rned that the flashover paths for a majonry of uneven

rvetting caused flashovers are more or less directed along shed tips rather than completely

along and close to the bushing surface [NaMI89]. Hence, in this model, the critical line is

defined as the shortest line that links all shed tips and both HV and ground electrodes. For

flashover to occur, the following three condidons must be satisfied.

Condition fot streamet initiation: To facittate a streamer, either the secondary avalanche

due to photo-ionisation or disintegration of rvater drop has to occur. In case of secondary

avalanche, the number of electrons in the active region must reach a critical level. In other

wotds, the integration of the effective ionisation coefficient in the acdve region along the

critical line is required to reach a certain level, usually 9.15-11.5 [PeZa95]. This leads to a

transition of the p:ilmary avalanche to a secondary avalanche. On other hand if streamer
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initiation is due to disintegration of rvater drops, the maximum electric field along the critical

line has to be greater than E.,, where E., is defined in Eqn. 3.10.

The production of free electrons by ionisation processes is related to the un-ionised electrìc

field through the primary net ionisation coefficient, govemed by follorving equation peZa9í),

Where: Ct, =

'n=

p=

ionization coefficient;

attachment coefficient;

air pressure þar];

a-n =,1ï [;]l'p

C Ibar.mm /kV'],A [ 1/(mm.bar)] and p/n), Ikv/(rnm.bar)] are constants, rvhich

For synthetic air (Or20o/o, Nr 807o), C=1.6053, A=0.2873, @/ p)*,=2.165. Hence, at the

critical value (E/p)., of 2.588 kV/(rnm.bar), the effective ionisation coefficient is zero. The

integtation of the effective ionisation coefficient in the acdve region along the criticai line can

be estimated by using follorving formula.

are determined by the qpe of gas.

_A

Condition for streamer propagation: The 
^verage 

electdc field along

greatü than the gradient for streamer propagation, namely 4.55kV/cm for

115kY /cm for -ve streamers as discussed in the section 3.1.

Xc

x = [ta-n)dx
0

Q.17)

Condition for streamer sustenance: The minimum electric field in the expected flashover

path must be larger than 600V/cm as discussed in secrion the 3.1.
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The above cntena relate the electrjc field to the flashover via various constants, thus enabling

the critical flashover voltage to be estimated.

3.3.4 Prediction of the Critical Flashover Voltage undet -ve Polarity

To determine the critical flashover voltage for a HVDC lVall Bushing, the follorving procedure

is proposed.

1. A normalized electric field distribution along the critical line, i.e. along the expected

flashover path bridging shed tips, is obtained by E-field computarion.

An initial voltage value is selected, and the electric fields tfuoughout the calculation region

are obtzrined by multiplication of the normalized electric field values by the selected voltage

value for the initial iterad.on.

The active region is determined where the effective ionisation coefficient is larger than

zero according to Eqn. 3.17, or rvhere (E/p) is larger than 2.588 kv/(rnm.bar).

The number of elecüons in the active region is estimated by using F,qn. 3.1.7 and Eqn.

3.18.

The maximum, minimum and avenge electric fields along the critical line are estimated.

The electron number and the minimum & average electdc fields in the gap are compared

rvith the flashover criterion. If the criteda are sadsfied, a flashovermay be expected along

the shed tips and the selected applied voltage is the critical flashover voltage. If the criteria

are not satisfied the selected voltage is increased by a suitable amount and the procedure is

repeated starling fiom step 2 until the critical flashover voltage is deterrnined.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Fig. 3.16 shorvs the florv chart of a rypical procedure to predict the critical flashover voltage of

an unevenly wetted HVDC wall bushing.
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Lutial Vo

Build geometry model and apply
boundary conditions

Calculate the normalized E-field
distribution along the critical line

Obtained E-field distribution

Determine the active region as per
Eqn 3.17 and calculate the number
of electron within the active region

Identity the maximum electric field

Strcamcr initiation ?

(photoionizatiorr or
disintcgratiorr of rvatcr

drons)

Determine average and minimum
electric fields

S trcarncr ¡rrclpagation?
E.,"" > 4.51i\¡/cm (+vc) c¡r

ì1,,," > 11.51(V/cm (vc)

Fig. 3.16 Flowchart of predicting uneven wetting HVDC r.vall bushing
ctitical flashover voltage

I T'hc florvchart for CFO prcdiction is csscntially idcntical for II\/DC rvall bushings undcr *vc polarity aod -vc polarity rvith
cxccption that -vc strcamcr propâgation is considcrcd for busing undcr fvc polarity
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Table 3.4 shovs the breakdorvn voltage, using the above procedure, of a 50cm diameter

spheres with various spacing in the range 5-25cm. The effrcacy of the model is confirmed by

the results.

Table 3.4 Comparison of Predicted Breakdown Voltage
and Standard Data fot a 50cm Sphere Gap (under room temperature atl.07j25ba)

Spacing(cm)

5.0

7.5

10.0

Predicted

t2.5

- ve polarity Flashover Voltage (kV)

136.7

15.0

200.2

IEC valueslKflaS4l

1,7.5

259.4

20.0

314.9

138

25.0

366.9

202

415.7

3.3.5 Modification in Procedute to Determine the Cdtical Flashover Voltage of a
IIVDC Wall Bushing Operating under *ve Polarity

Although the electric field distribution for an unevenly rvetted bushing under different

poladties are essendally the same, the flashover processes involved under *ve polarity is

different ftom that of a H\IDC wail bushing under -ve polarity. In the latter case, positive

Deviation (%)

263

461.5

320

-0.9

544.8

.)/.)

-0.9

420

-1..4

460

1.6

s30

1.6

1.0

0.3

2.8
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streamers are initiated at the gtound end rvhere the electric field is higher and propagate

torvards the HV end. For a wall bushing under +r.e polarity, -ve streamers staït from the

ground end and if electric fields around the HV electrode are sufficiently high, positive

sfteamers may also launch from the HV terrninal torvards the negative streamer. Therefore,

modifications in the model are necessary to account for the physics involved in *ve polarity.

Follorving is the modified procedure for a *ve H\DC rvall bushing.

1. A normalized elecüjc field distibution along the critical line, namely along the expected

flashover path bridging the shed tips, is obtained by accurate E-field computation. An

initial voltage value is selected that equals either (a) p.

E max(normalised)

smaller.

Etl

2.

J.

The electric field is scaled accordingly.

The acdve regtion, rvhere facilitates negadve streamer grorvth, is determined. In other

wotds, a region is identified where the effective ionisation coefficient is larger than zero

according to Eqn. 3.17, or where @,/p) ir larger than 2.588 kv/(rnm.bar).

for triggering a discharge due to water droplets, rvhichever is

4.

5.

The factor K is estimated in the acdve region for negative streamers by using Eqn (3.17)

The maximum, average and minimum values of electric field along the cdtical line are

obtained.

It is also determined whether or not an active region is present immediately close to the

HV terminal along the critical line; this is the region in rvhich a positive streamer grovth is

facilitated. K is estimated in this region, if there is one.
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7. If acdr.e regions along the critical line are absent or the values of I( in both active regions

are less than 9.15, the applied voltage is incremented and the procedure repeated from step

2.

8. If K in the aclive region for negadve streamer is greater than 9.15, average electric field is

larger than 11.5kV f cm, and the minimum electric field along the critical line is no less than

600V/cm, then a flasho'i'er due to complete negative streamers occurs. The appìied voltage

is the critical flashover voltage and iterations âre stopped. If not, the procedure continues

as described belorv.

If K in the aclive region for positive streamer is greater than 9.15, and the âverage elecftic

field is larget than 4.55kVf cm,and the minimal electric field along the critical line is no

less than 600Y/cm, then a flashover due to fve streamers occurs. The applied voltage is

the critical flashover voltage and iterations are stopped.

If K in the acdve region for positive streamer is greater than 9.15, and the averz.ge electric

field over 2/3 of the critical line is larger than 11.5kV/cm, and the minimal electric field

along the cdtical üne is no less than 600V/cm, and K in the acdve region for positive is

also greater than 9.15 then a flashover due to both -ve and -|-ve streamers occurs. The

applied voltage is the critical flashover voløge and iterations âre stopped.

9.

10.

11. The applied voltage is incremented and the procedure repeated startingwith step 2 until

the critical flashover voltage is determined.

3.4 Summary

In this chaPter, fundamental plocesses that occur in uneven rvetting caused flashover

discussed in detail, rvhich suggests that:
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The uneven rvetting flashover of HVDC rvall bushing is a streamer-discharge predominant

process. Initiation and progress of streamer discharges unde-r uneven rvetting condidon for a

bushing type configuration is of particular interest to understand the phenomena.

Initiation of discharges is due to several competing mechanisms. The enhancement of local

electdc field due to uneven rvetting of a bushing, corona due to raindrops and disintegration of

raindrops play impotant roles in this stage.

A numerical model is proposed to assess the performance of H\IDC rvall bushings and predict

the critical flashover voltage. The model u'lizes the physics of discharges and accurate

numerical evaluation of electric fields.
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In the previous chapter the E-field distribution of a wall bushing has been computed under

't'atjous condidons anð a model developed to predict the flashover voltage of an unevenly

rvetted HVDC rvall bushing. This model includes conditions for streamer initiation and

propagation as the criteria for flashover. Furthermore, valious processes behind the

phenomena have been taken into consideration fu1ly.

In this chapter, the developed model is used to investigate valious aspects associated with

flashover of an unevenly wetted bushing. ,\mong the factors considered are (1) dry zone

length; (2) dty zone location; (3) rvater drop size; (4) nn conductivity; (5) altitude; (6) bushing

configuration; (7) polarig. Th. effrcacy of RTV coating and booster sheds to improve the

performance of FilIDC wall bushing has been verified through simulations. All the results of

simulation reported in this chapter rvere obtained with the negatively energized bushing unless

othenvise mendoned.

Chapter 4

SIMULATION AND DISCUSSION

It is shorvn that the numedcal model offers an effective tool to assess the unevenly wetted

FI\,DC rvall bushings.

4.l Description of Modelled I{VDC Wall Bushing

The 600kV H\rDC rvall bushing shorvn in Fig. 4.1 is investigated in the simuiation. The

bushing is of the convendonal condenser tt?e \vtth77 foils. The earth end foil extends 355mm

beyond the earth flange, and the final FIV foil ends 1555mm ftom the HV end. The main
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dimensions of the rvall bushing are

rvell as the condenser core, is taken

shorvn in Table 4.1.The

into consideradon in the

actual profile of bushing sheds,

simulation.

102 ro

(a) A complete bushing horizontally mounted with l5o inclination

(b) Shed Profile

AS

Fig. 4.1 Schematic drarving of a 600kV rvall bushing

Table 4.lCrincal Dimensions of the 600kV I{VDC Wall Bushing [LaBK96l

Insulation Length, m

5.25

Mean Diameter, mm

635

Creepage Length, m

19.8
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Overhang/spacing
shed pairs, mm

1,02/1,10



 .2.Etrect of Dry Zone Length, Its Location and Critical Dry Zone Length

The influence of uneven rvetdng, particularþ the length of dry zone was investigated using the

suggested model. The critical flashor.er voltages for the ó00kV H\DC rvall bushing rvith

various dry zone lengths located at the gtound end rvere predicted and are shorvn nTable 4.2.

Typical rain conductivity, 1OOpS/cm is used in the simulations.

Table 4.2 Predicted Flashover Yoltages for the 600kV Wall Bushing
with Various Dry Zone Lengths

Dry Zone Length (%)

CFO w/o Raindrops (kþ

CFO with Raindrops(kV)

The results are presented in Fig. 4.2 which illustrates the influence of dry zone length on the

flashover süess which is defined as the crìtical flashover voltage divided by the striking

distance. The solid curve represents the results obtained when the effect of rvaterdrops are not

considered; the dotted curve represents the tesults obtained by consideration of waterdrops.

For comparison purposes, expelimental results from literature pamb89], [ScHN91] are also

presented. As shorvn :r:'Ftg.4.2, all the expedmental points fall urithin the range defined by the

solid and dotted curves. The model, in essence, predicts that all flashovers lie within the region

enclosed by the solid and dotted curves. The four anomalous expedmental points, which lie

outside the range, cortespond to cases where a flashover was not obserred i.e. withstand

voltage. This finding reinforces the validity of the proposed model. Furthermore, ir is seen thar

simulation including the effect of 'nvater drops yields a better prediction in the majority of

cases. Hence, it is suggested that disintegration of rvater drops is an important process in

modelling the uneven wetting flashover problem.
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Fig.4.2 fnfluence of dry zone lengh on flashover stress for a 600kV FIVDC wall bushing (-ve)
Water conducrivity: 100pS/cm; Radius: 2mm
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Table 4.3 Cntical Flashover Stress vs. Cdtical Dry Zone I-ength (-ve polarity)

30 40

Cdtical Dry Zone
(%)

Reference

50 60 70
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TLe unique U-shaped characteristics of the cun e of flashover stress l¡ersus dry zone length is also

reproduced by the simulatjon. ,{,s shorvn in Fig. 4.2, a cnncal range of 70o/o to 40o/o can be found

in dry zone length, rvhere flashover stïesses fall belorv 80kV/m.This confirms the existence of

a critical dry zone length.

The critìcal flashor.er stress for the model rvas found to be 65kV/m rvhen 20o/o of the dry zone

length is located at the ground end. This value is substantially lorver compared to typical

operating sffesses of H\IDC rvall bushing as shorvn in Table 1.1. A high stress level adversely

affects the performance of rvall bushings. To ultìmately improve the HVDC rvall bushing

performance, one has to either reduce the operating stress to an acceptable level or increase

the critical flashover stress rvell above the operating stress.

Table 4.3 compares the estimated critical flashover stress and critical dty zone length with

those obtained from expelimental investigations. The results agree with each other to within

reasonable engineering accuracy. The deviations are ì-ikely caused by the differences in the

definition of dq' zone length and by the fact that the shed profiles in each case afe different.

The influence of dry zone locadon on the cdtical flashover voltage was also investþated. The

estimated critical flashover voltage is found to be 418kV when a dry zone of 30o/o length is

located at the FfV end. This is equivalent to the flashover stress of BOkV/m, 1.1.o/o higher than

that obtained rvhen a ðry zone of the same length is located at the ground end and 22.5o/o

highet than the CFO of a HVDC with dry zonelocated at the ground end. A þ zone ar rhe

ground end is more crjdcal than that at the FIV end under the negative poladty.
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4.3 Effect of Voltage Polarity

LTneven rvetting flashover voltage for a (+ve) ó00k\¡ bushing rvas esdmated using the modified

model. For comparìson purposes, simuladon was done with 30Yo dry zone Tocated at the

ground end. The estimated flashover stress is 92kY /m, rvhich is about 28o/ohigher than that of

the negadvel)'energized bushing. The result agtees rvell with the fact that a positively energized

H\iDC rvall bushing has superìor performance.

A.s pointed out earlier, in chapter 1, field experience indicates that less than30o/o of the total

reported rvall bushing flashovers occur under Ìve polarity.

4.4 Influence of Raindrops

The influence of raindrops u,zs investigared in

length of dry zone located at the ground end.

4.4.l Raindrop Size

Fig.4.3 shorvs the dependence of the estimated flashover voltages of a 600kV rvall bushing on the size

of rzrindrops. In general, the critjcal flashover voltage decreases rvith increase in raindrop size,

particulady in the range of r=0.25mm - 0.4mm for the considered configuration. Under rain with

radius of &ops 0.25 ûun or less, flashover is probably initiated due to photo-ionization process, whìle

flashovets are more likely caused by disintegration of raindrops under rain with larger size raindrops. Â

furthet increase in drop size beyond 0.4mm in radius does not result in a decrease in the flashover

voltage, since the critical flashover voltages are mainly limited by the propagation field, although a much

severer corona may be observed. The pattem of Fig. 4.3 is configuration dependent.

Ftom Fig.4.3, it is evident that the critical flashovet voltage has a significant dependence on the size of

raindrops. This observation is consistent with cunent experimental knorvledge. Practicall¡ since there is

a wide range of raindrop sizes, the critical flashover voltage may be more likely to be determined by the
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large sized raindrops. Hence the influence of raindrop size rnay

partìculady in terms of rain intensiry.

520

500
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460t5g 440
LL()

420

400

380

not as pronounced as in Fig.4.3,

360 L
0.1

Fig. 4.3 Critical flashover voltage \¡ersus the size of raindrops for a 600kV HVDC
rvall bushing -ith 30% length of dry zone located at the ground end
Rain conductivity: 1 00¡rS /cm

4.4.2 R:atndrop Conductivity

Ftg. 4.4 reveals the effect of rain conductiviry on the critical flashover voltage. In Fþ.4.4, data points

corresponding to the upper bound rvere obtained rvithout consideration of raindrops. The data points

corresponding to the lorver bound rvere obtained by consideration of raindrops of size 4mm in

diameter. It is found that rain conductivity in the range of lpS/cm to 30pS/cm has a limited

influence for the 600kV rvall bushing -ith 30% length of dry zone at the ground end. The

lower the rain conductivity, the higher the critical flashover voltage (CFO) vill be. The critical

flashover voltage is related to rain conductivity by a porver law with exponent of -0.722 as
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estimated from Fig.4.4.

data þamb89], in rvhich

i.e. CFOft\) * ç-0'122. This result is comparable

the exponentis -0.ii.
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Fig. 4.4Influence of rain conductf ity on the critical flashover voltage
for a 600kV HVDC rvall bushing*ith 30% length of dry zone

Further increase in the rain conductivity does not necessardy decrease the critical flashover

voltage until the flashover propagation mechanism is dominated by electrolytic discharge as

discussed in the previous chaptet. Fig. 4.5 shorvs the transition fiom uneven rvetting flashover

to an electrolytic discharge mechanism, once the rvater conductivity reaches a certain value. As

shorvn in the figure, the transition point is at 500¡rS/cm, and electrolytic discharges becomes a

leading mechanism once the rvater conductir.ity is beyond 1000pS/cm. This is very close to

what rvas found in experimental investigadons pamp88], pa!øJ91].
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Fig. 4.5 CFO vs. water conductivity for a 600kV HVDC wall bushing
rvith 30% length of dry zone
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4.5 Influence of Air Pressure and Altitude

The air pressrüe at sea level is about 101.3kPa. As altitude increases the air pressuïe decreases

at the rate of apptoximately 11<Pz/100m. From field experience it is knorvn that the reducdon

of the strength of external insulation in uansmission systems at high altitudes is of concern.

The influence of altitude on the streamer incepnon voltage due to ionisation processes for a

600 kV H\IDC wall bushing with 30% length of dry zone located at the ground end is shown

in Fig.4.6. A.s altitude increases the strearner inception voltage due to photo-ionization
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decreases. Therefore at higher altirude the flashover of a rvall bushing is less dependent on

raindrop disintegration. In contrast, ât sea ler.el rvhere the streamer inception voltage is high,

raindrop disintegration plays a vital role in causing flashover.
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?++o
o
3 420
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380

360

340
0

Fig.4.6 Streamer inception voltage due to photo-ionDation for a 600kV H\DC
wall bushing -ith 30% length of dry zone under var-ious altitudes

Rain conductivity: 100¡rS/cm; radius of raindrop:2mrr'

10

Fig.4.7 shorvs the effects of air pressure and raindrop size on the CFOV. With increase in

altitude the critical flashover voltage more or less decreases for small sizes of raindrops. The

critical size for transid.on frorr, a photo-ionization triggered process to a raindrop disintegration

triggered process is shifted to the right. The influence of raindrop size diminishes with increase

in altitude.
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Fig. 4.7 Influence of altitude on the relation between CFO and raindrop size
Rain conductivity: 1 O0mS/cm
curwe (1): sea level or air pressure = 101.3kPa
curve (2): 1000m altitude or air pressure = 91.3kPa
curve (3): 2000m altitude or air pressure = 81.3kPa

4.6 Effect of Bushing Configuration

4.6.7knpact of Condenset Core

0.3 0.4
Radius of raindrops (mm)

Simulation of electric fields of a 110kV hollorv bushingrvas conducted. Fig.4.8 shows E-field

contouts and E-field at the shed tips. It is found that the E-field distribution is quite different

from that of complete bushings. Generally speaking, the distribution of E-field of a hollorv

shell is charactedsed by a relatively lorv radial E-field. A complete bushing, on the orher hand,

has reladvely high radial E-field and the voltage distribution at the surface of the porcelain

shell is influenced by the gading system. As shorvn in Fig. 4.8, the E-field of a hollorv shell is

compatatively uniforrn and low. The normalized average E-field at shed tips for a 110kV
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hollorv shell with 30% length of dry zone is

same length of dry zone.

about 78o/o of that for a complete bushing with the

2m
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(a) for dry hollotu shell

o5t0t5
Nmbs of Shcd

(c)for dry hollow shell

þ) for a hollotu shell with 3094 length of dryt zone

Fig. 4.8 E-field contours and E-fields at shed tips for housing shells
(Sheds are numbered from the ground end)
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The critical flashover voltage for a 600kV bushing shell with 30%o dry zone located at the

ground end was predicted using the proposed model. In the simuladon, all parameters were

remained the same, but the condenser core was removed from the model. The estjmated

minimal CFO is 572kY . The value is about 52o/o btgher rhan 37 6kY, the CFO of a fül HVDC

wall bushing-ith same dimensions.
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It has been experìmentally confirmed that a hollorv shell has a superior performance compared

to a complete bushing. The performance of hollorv shells does not represent that of a

complete bushing. Therefore, one should use a complete bushing in experimental or

simulation studies.

4.6.2lmpact of Specific Length

For the 600kV rvall bushing model with specific length of 3.3cm/kV, the model predicts a

critical flashover voltage of 65kV/m. To confi,rrn the effect of shed shape and creepage length

on the CFO, the shed shape rvas modified ftom altemate-type to undenib-qp" sheds. Â.s a

result, the specific length is increased to 4.3cm/kY, rvhich is a 31o/o increase in creepage length.

-As shorvn in Table 4.6, the critical flashover stress is essendally the same. Further increase in

the specific length up to 6.7cm/kY by increasing the ovelhang distance, results in only a

marginal increase in the predicted critical flashover stress. \X/ith 6.1cm/cm specific length, the

bushing is still likely to experìence uneven rvetting flashovers rvell belorv 4OOkVunder the

worst case scenario.

The above observation is consistent v¡ith field experience in several Fr\,DC schemes. In the

Pacific Intertie Upgade ptoject, the specific length rvas increased from 2.5cm/kY to

4.}cm/kY rvhen the operating voltage was increased ftom 400kV to 500kV. In the Nelson

River H\4DC Line project, the specific length was increased fiom 3.29cm/kY to 4.36cm/kY

rvhen the 2"d bi-pole (500kÐ rvas commissioned. Horvever, flashovers were reported in both

stations when H\IDC wall bushings rvere subjected to rain, particularly under uneven rvetting

conditions.

It is clear that high specific length by itself only offers limited improvement in the critical

flashover voltage under urìeven 'nvetting condidons, although 1t m^y help to substantìally
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improve, temporarìly, the contamination flashover hold-off capabiliq' under hear,ry ESDD

environments. Higher specific length alone does not solve the abnornal flashover problem of

a H\IDC rvall bushing.

Table 4.4 Predicted Cdtical Flashover Stress vs. Specific Lengths
(20% dry zone length located at rhe ground end)

Specific lengh (cmlkV)

Critical flashover stress
(kV/m)

By altering the profile tt m^y be possible to create additional dry arca in the rvet zone next to

the latge sheds as shorvn Fig. 4.9. To study this effect in the simuladon, a small dty rttip

(15mm in rvrdth) rvas introduced in each of 10 wet zone sheds located next to the dry zone.

Simulation with the configuration of 6.1cm/kV specific length rvas re-evaluated. Interestìngly

the critical flashover stress incteases by almost 20o/o, up to 82kY/m. It implies that the

insulator shed ptofile may potentially have some impact on the CFO of a unevenly rvetted

H\,'DC rvall bushing. Certain types of shed profiles may inherently create dry strips next to

Iarge sheds or underribs due to the shadorv effect. Based on the simulation results, this may

help to improve the performance significantJy.
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4.7 Effect of Booster Sheds

Booster sheds rvere originally developed in England to prevent the flashover of vertically

mounted ac substadon insulator under heawy rain plTl.TB]. The sheds are usually made of

silicone rubber material. Horvever, Manitoba Hydro has found that booster sheds can be

fabricated from NEMA GPO-3 sheet material to which a RTV coating can be applied, if

desired. This is a less expensive alternative to silicone rubber [McDeO2]. The effectiveness of

booster sheds is due to a combination of rvater shedding, discharge inhibition and arc

suppression. For a hornontalTy mounted H\DC rvall bushing, the rvater shedding effect may

not be that dominant. Horvever, as may be seen from Fig.3.11, booster sheds not only provide

a significant improvement in the electric field distribution along the critical line that ünks shed

tips but also substantialiy extend its length. For a 600kV bushing with 12 booster sheds, rhe

flashover path along the critical line can be increased by more rhan 600/o due to additional
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250mm overhang. These effects ate unfavoutable for inception and propagation of discharges,

and therefore ultimately lead to an increase in the critical flashover voltage.

For a 600kV rvall bushing -ith 12 booster sheds, the model predicts the critical flashover

voltage to be 854kV when the dry zone is 30o/o in length and located at the ground end and

shadorv effect of booster shed is considered. The shadow effect rvas taken into account in the

simulation by creating additional dry stripes undemeath the booster sheds as shorvn in

Ftg.4.11. As a result, the flashover stress is increased fromT2kYfmto 163kY/m. Without

considering the shadow effect, the estimated flashover stress value drops to 724kY/m. This

value is still sufficiently hþh to avoid the occurrence of flashover during operadon according

to Table 1.1. The result is consistent with operational experience in Manitoba Hydro and other

utilities.

Fig. 4.10 Booster shed profile and dry band illustration
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4.8 Effect of RTV and Other Surface Coatings

4.8.1 Influence of Surface Conditions on E-field Distribution

To imptove the perfoflnance of HVDC rvall bushings, periodic greasing or RTV coating is

usually used. The use of a resisdve glaze on a bushing surface to improve the surface voltage

distribution has also been proposed. The influence of surface treatment on the E-field
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distribution can be investigated by either increasing the conductivity of the rvet film or

decreasing the conductivity of th" dry surface. The values of conductivity for the different

coatìngs are selected as shorvn in Table 4.4. Results of E-field simulation on a 110kV model

are shorvn in Figs. 4.12 and 4.73.

As shorvn in Figs 4.72 and 4.13, it is evident that rvith a coated surface, generally, the E-field

improves. It appears that bushings with coatings are less sensidve to uneven rvetting. Thus, the

risk of extemal flashover can be reduced with different degrees of success.

Fig. 4.14 shorvs the normalized electric field distribution along the critical line for the 600kV

rvall bushing model, with and without RTV coating rvhen a 30o/o length "f dry zone is located

at the ground. It is seen that the RTV coating significantly reduces the sulface electric fields,

rvhich leads to a better operating condition even under the rvorst case scenarjo of non-uniform

rvetting.

The maximum electric fields both inside and outside a 600kV HVDC bushing with 30% dry

zone located at the ground end were evaluated and presented in Table 4.6.

Table 4.5 Conductivities for Surface Film with Different Coatings [ScLu9L], [HaKu9l]

T.,r"t (S/m)

Tary (S/m)

RTV

5x1o-10

1,0-12

Gteasing

10-e

1o-1t

Glaze1:

5 x 10o

10-10

Glaze2

5 x 10'4
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Table 4.6 Maximal Normalized E-fields in Different Locations (cm-l)

^"¡¡èrûg"fd,iül¿

I

0.00

TnHi

^lf 
lrl

200.00 400.00 600.0,

Dlstance along the GriticalUne (cm)

t,.

W/o coating

W#ru#Å

RTV
GlazeT
Glaze2

¡rl

Ygøclyrv!- v

,{s shorvn in Table 4.6, the maximal E-field in the ceramic under worst case of scenrrio is well

above the typical ceramic dielectric strength of 72kY /mm. A.s a result of substantial local

discharges, cetamic puncture is likely possible. Field failures due to ceramic puncture have

been reported in paBK97].

Among these, the RTV coating provides the best improvement in E-field distribution, since

both intemal and extemal electdc fields are relatively low. ,{lthough a resistive glaze does

provide a relatively uniform voltage distibution along the external surface, it might also
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oil
.006782
.004719
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.005906
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.133744

.004932

.097294

.087121

External Air

.1,02640

.037422

.075265

.044256



increase the electric field in the oil. Prolonged opetation under these condidons may prove to

be a concem for intemal insulation.

 .8.2Irnpact of RTV Coatings on lJneven Wetting FlashovetVoltage

As discussed above, the RTV coating significantly reduces the surface electrjc fields, rvhich

leads to a better operating condidon even under the rvorst case scenalio of non-uniform

rvetting. Further, simulation results shorv that a RTV coated 600kV rvall bushing with 30%

length of dry zone at the ground end has a flashover voltage in excess of 1000kV. On the

other hand, the flashover voltage can be only benveen 376kV and 508kV when the coaring is

absent.

Fig. 4.15 compares the estjmated critical flashover voltages for a 600kV FI\,DC rvali bushing

rvith and without RTV coating under different dry zone lengths. With RTV coating, th. dty

zone length is no longer critical to CFO. In other rvords, uneven rvetting is no longer a

prominent factor in facilitating a flashover. As a result, RTV coating is very successfrrl in

desensitizing the impact of uneven rvetting and elirninating flashovers of HVDC wall bushing

due to uneven rvetting.

As observed from both field expedence and laboratory tests, surface conductivity of RTV

coating can be compromised due to ageing, which may only exhibit several times of resistivity

compared to the uncoated one. Surface conductivity of wetted RTV coating was increased 100

dmes to reflect the aged RTV surface in the simulation. The predicted critical flashover voltage

decreases to 6B0kV, reflecting the influence of ageing.
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The critical flashover voltages for a 600kV HVDC rvall bushing -ith resisdve glazed coatings

are also investigated through simulation. The results are presented in Fig. 4.76. In general, it

aPPea$ that bushings with coadngs are less sensidve to uneven rvetting. Thus, the risk of

extemal flashover can be reduced with different degrees of success.

The coatings may degrade over the time. ,{s a result, the efficacy of the eliminating flashover

may be compromised and the critical flashover voltage with an aged coating may be lorver

compared to the simulation results.

100

With RTV

without RTV
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(30% length of dry zone located at the ground end)

4.9 Comparison of Results ftom Proposed Modelwith Expedmental Results Published

in Literature

Such comparìsons have been made in F1g.4.2 and Table 4.3. Figure 4.2 shows that the

flashover stresses lie in-benveen the model-predicted values obtained by neglect and inclusion

of the effect of raindrops. The experimental results in Table 4.3 (column 3) and n Fig. 4.2

(indicated by blank circles) rvere obtained using a bushing identical to that considered in this

rvork.

Table 4.7 shorvs predicted values of CFO stresses obtained by using the proposed and IREQ

models. Also shorvn are experimental results published by Schneider [ScHN91]. It must be

pointed out that the bushings used in the present simulation and that in [RiKa91] and

[ScHN91] are alL different. Comparison can therefore be only made with ¡eference to the CFO
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stl'esses. Table 4.7 shorvs that under -ve polarity, all the results are close rvhile under *ve

polariq,' the proposed model y'ields results much close to experimental results.

Table 4.7 Compadson of CFo Stesses berween the Proposed and IREQ Model

Proposed model

IREQ model [RiKa9l]

Experimental datei

IScHN91]

-ve

65kY /m

4.L0 Summary

The proposed model has been used to evaluate the performance of I{VDC wall bushings. By

consideradon of the mechanisms tesponsible for both initiation and propagation of streamers,

the simulation yields encouraging ¡esults in terms of values and trend of results.

The model has been used to account for the follorving effects or interesting aspects of

experimentaland field observadons for H\IDC wall bushing flashovers.

o CFO vs. dry zone length, location, and cdtical nnge of dry zone length

. Polarity effect

68kV/m

*ve

63kY /m

29o/o increase

10%o inctease

>30o/o increase
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CFO vs. raindrop size and conductivities

CFO vs. air pressure and altitude

Impact of condenser core and specific length

o Efficacy of booster shed

Effects of RT\¡ and other coatings

Since the proposed

attracdve alternadve

model f ields results

to time consuming and

of acceptable engineering âccrüacy,

expensive frrll scale field-testing.

it offers an
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The problem of FI\DC rvall bushing flashover due to une\¡en rvetting is introduced and

revierved, rvith emphasis on recent progless in understanding the phenomena.

The physics of discharges, particulady for flashover of an unevenly rvetted HVDC wall

bushing, is discussed and varjous processes and mechanisms responsible for discharge

initiation and propagadon are clarified and discussed in detail. The uneven rvetdng flashover

phenomenon of H\IDC rvall bushings is discussed, from fundamental concepts to

mechanisms responsible fot various processes in each stage. The ìnfluence of uneven rvetting

pattems on E-field and flashover voltage are verified.

A numerjcal model is developed in order to predict flashover voltages for a wall bushing,

based on the results of electric field computadon carried out on a bushing prìor to initiation of

flashovers. This analysis is carried out under a vanety of practical condidons. By considedng

the mechanisms responsible for both initiation and propagation of discharges, the simulation

yieids encouraging results in terms of numerical values and trends.

The follorving conclusions are derived fiom the simulation results using a 600kV rvall bushing

with condenser core. The obtained results may be considered to be typical for porcelain clad

HVDC rvali bushings. The main conclusions are:

Chapter 5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
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lJneven rvetting is verified as one of most se\¡er:e operadonal conditions for a HVDC rvall

bushing. The non-uniforrn pattern of E-field distribution caused by uneven rvetting results

in a significant reducdon in flashover stress. N'Iodel prediction shorvs the critical flashover

stress can be as lorv as 65kV/m under negadve polarity, substantially lorver than a qpical

operational design limit of 100kv/m.

The unique U-shaped characteristic of the cun,e of flashover stress \¡ersus dry zone length is

reproduced by the numer-ical simulation. It is verified that the flashol'er voltage becomes the

most cridcal when there is a 20o/o dry zone length located at the ground end for the -r,e

600kV HVDC rvall bustring considered in this study. The predicted cdtical flashover srress

is very close to experimental data,i.e. 63kV/m-75kY /m.

\)7all bushing flashover under uneven rvettìng conditions is .i'ery susceptible to type of

configuration. For example, the predicted CFO of the 600kV rvall bushing shell is about

52o/o kttgher than that of the same bushing rvith a condenser coïe rvhen 30o/o dry zone

length is located at the ground end.

(a) It is verified that the dry zone location also plays a role in the cdtical flashover. Dry zone

at HV terminal seems to be more benign. For a given bushing model, the predicted CFO

is 77o/o highet rvhen the 30% length of dry zone located next to the HV terrnin al for a

negatively energized HVDC rvall bushing.

þ) Critical flashover voltage of the *ve H\IDC rvall bushing is predicted to be approximately

92kY /cm, when 30% length "f dty zone located at the ground end. This is a 2ïo/o increase
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compâred to the value

explains rvell rvhy more

under negative polarity.

(a) The predicted range of CFO is behveen 376kV and 50Bk\¡ for the negadvely energized

ó00kV HVDC rvall bushing *ith 30o/o ðry zone length located at ground end. The lorver

limit is obtained rvhen the influence of rvater drops is taken into account. This value is

closet to the experimental results. It is evident that the clitical flashover voltage has a

strong dependence on the size of raindrops.

þ) Correlation between the CFO vs. rain conductivity is verified. Again the¡e is a close

agreement betrveen the predicted values, trends and experìmental results.

obtained with the same

than 70o/o of all reported

bushing under negadve polarity. This

H\¡DC rvall bushing flashovers occur

Air pressure and altitude have a second order impact on the critical flashover voltage.

\X/ith inctease in altitude, the critical flashover voltage caused by disintegation of small

size raindrop decreases. The impact of rain size starts to diminish rvhen a certain altitude is

reached.

(a) It is also shorvn that the specific length rvill not offer any significant improvement in

uneven rvetting flashover. In the simulation, the increase in the critical stress is marginal,

from 65kV/m to 69kY /m, rvhen the specific length is almost doubled from 3.3cm/kV to

6.1cmlkV.
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þ) Th. simulation shorvs relative dry sttips created by shedding effect help to improve rhe

flashover voltage. It is possible to improve the critical flashover stress by 20o/o by just

selectìng more rvetdng-friendly insulator profiles. Since the critical flashor,er vokage is

shed profile dependent, it is important to revierv the details of the tested bushings rvhen

comparing simulation and experimental results.

lJneven rvetting flashovers can be substantially improved by using booster sheds. For a

600kV H\DC rvall bushing -ith 30% length "f dry zone located at the ground end, rhe

flashovet stress carì be increased from 72kY /m to 124kY /m. When the shedding effect is

considered the estimated flashover stress can be as high as 163kV/m.

(a) RTV coating significantly reduces the surface electric fields. With RTV coadng, une\¡en

wetting pâttem is no longer critical to the HV performance. Simuladon results shorv rhat a

RTV coated 600kV-rvall bushing, with 30% length of dry zone located at the ground end,

has a flashover voltage in excess of 1000kV. On the other hand the flashover lies behveen

376kV and 508kV when the coating is absent. Horvever, for aged RTV coating, rhe above

flashover voltage can be compromised to 6B0kV âs pff the simulation.

þ) Other coatings can also offet some electric field relief on the H\DC wall bushing surface,

and therefore improve the HV performance under urìeven rvetting condidons. Horvever,

among all coadngs, the RTV coating provides the best improvement in E-field

distribution, since both intemal and extemal E-fields are comparably lorver. ,A.lthough a

resistive glaze can also rendet a relati'i'e uniform voltage distribution along the extemal
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surface, it rvill also increase the electric fields in oil inside housing. Prolonged operadon

under these condidons may prove to be a concern for internal insulation.

The proposed numerjc model has been validated through comprehensive simularions and their

comparison to the expedmental results available in literature. The simuladon results are in

good agreement with experìmental data and, in general, explain r.ery rvell many aspects of

uneven rvetting flashover. The simuladon results provide insight not only to the r.ulnerabiliry

of rvall bushings to different rveather conditions, but also attempt to give at leasr some insight

as to rvhether cettain insulator profiles are more wulnerable than others, and other factors

rvhich affect performance. The simulation has also enabled the assessment of the effecdveness

of different profiles for improving the HV performance of rvall bushings.

The results of this reseatch, particularly the proposed models are important supplements to

large-scale experiments, rvhich are costly and time consuming. The use of such a model rvill be

very helpful in selecting and designing H\rDC rvall bushings for futule H\DC rransmission

schemes and to improve the perfotmance of rvall bushings in the existing HVDC transmission

schemes.
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EXPERIMENTAL IIVVESTIGATION OF THE INFLUENCE OF DIFFERENT
WETTING CONDITIONS ON A FLAT INSUI-ATING SURFACE

The purpose of this experìmental study is to investigate the influence of an uneven rvetting

Pattem on the electric field distribudon and surface discharges. Factors, rvhich may contrìbute

to flashover such as configuration, dry zone length, water conductivity, voltage polarity, and

space charges, are studied experimentally.

Aþpendix

,A'.1 Test Arrangement

In order to ensure that the test data is realisdc, it is necessaly to use a porverfi.rl voltage source

of sufficient capacity. In this rvork, a HV capacitor of 0.1pF rvas used in parallel with the

ouÞut of dc source.

To simulate the surface strength of porcelain, a glass plate system, rvhich was made from

Neoceram glass, 'nvas used. Two basic configurations rvere considered, i.e. a bushing-type

configuration in which both longitudinal and norrnal electtic field components exist and an

insulator-type configuration in which the longitudinal component of E-field is dominant. The

bushing qpe configuradon rvas simulated by provision of a thfud electrode (aluminium foil)

used beneath the glass plate as shorvn in Fig.r{.1
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A.1.1Wetting Panem

.\ spray gun was used to spray wâter on to the glass surface, and an uneven rvetting pattern

rvas created by using a plastic sheet to cover a part of glass surface. The nozzle of the spray

gun vas adjusted to ptoduce fine water droplets in order to create a completeþ wet condidon

in the rvetted portion of the surface. ,A,fter each measurement or flashover, the wetting pattem

was re-created. Two different types of water rvere used, i.e. tap water with conductivity of

150pS/cm and disrilled rvater with conductivity of 2.S¡tS/cm. Each spray resulted in the

depletion of lml of rvater and a rvater fi.lm with mean thickness of 0.1 rnm was obtained by

controlling the total amount of water sprayed onto the sufface.

Before rvetting, the glass surface rvas carefully cleaned by methanol alcohol, in order to

improve its rvettability and remove surface charges created by the previous test.

tt

T
OIol-r

Fig. A.l Sketch of electrode configurations
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4.1.2 Conductivity of Water

Water conductivity lvas measuïed using a conductivity cell in conjunction with a \ùØheastone

bridge.

Conductiviw Cell

The conductiviq' çs¡ is made rvith stainless steel cylindrical electrodes of diameter of 31.8mm

in a perplex cylinder of diameter of 43.8mm. The cell volume is 200rni and the distance

betrveen electrodes is 50mm. The dimensions of the cell are shorvn in Fig.Ä.2.

q
c.)

. o 43.8H
Fig.,{..2 Sketch of the conductivity cell
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Wheatstone Bridse

-

-d \ü/heatstone bddge cfucuit rvas assembled using lorv inducdve, 0.0570 grade shielded decade

resistors and a null detector. The bridge was powered tlrrough a 3V-peak lkHz sine rvave

generator. The resistance of tlle cell (R) can be estimated by R= - 
R' * Ãu 

.'Ã,

Computation of Water Conductivity

The E-field and potential distributions inside the cell are shown

field computadon, the conductir.ity (9 is determined by following

U7=/ - \
ln, $r as 

I(i )
'Whete, U is the applied voltage;

E is the electric field;
dS is the surface element on the closed surface.

Fig.A.3 Schematic diagram of the \Wheatstone bridge

in Fig.4.4. Based on the E-

formula.
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For this given configuradon, is about 0.4006 [.rn'].Therefore, EqA.l becomes

I frr as¡ 
|

\' )

0.4006
T=

R,

Fig.4.4 E-field and potential distribution inside the conductivity cell

Conductivitv of Tap and Distilled wate,.rf
Based on above measurìng and formula, Conductivities of tap and distilled water were

estimated.

(1'2)

Table A.L Measured Resistance and Conductivity (20'C)

Typ. of Water

taP watef

distilled rvater

Resistance (ld))

2.5

1s6.5
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160.3
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4.2 E-field Measurements above Glass Plate under dc Voltage

A portable miniaturized electric dc field meter rvas borrorved from the iVlanitoba H\IDC

Research Center and used to measure the E-field abor.e the glass surface. The meter measures

fields ranging from 30Y/m to about 500kV/m in space, and is unaffected by the presence of

ions [oKiB9]. The meter consists of a rotadng probe and a receirrer. ,A. rotating probe, at the

end of a fibreglass pole, senses the field and communicates recordings of its direction and

magnitude to a remote read-out device. Fire Optic cable is used to minimize the field

perturbation due to the presence of the miniarure field probe.

Atl E-field data rvere obtained at locadons 5cm above the glass plate and 5 minutes after

voltage application. The E-field data fluctuated by about +5% during the tests, especially in the

presence of corona.

A.2.L Influence of Dry Zone

The electric field distribudons under different lengths "f dty zone are sho'nvn in Fig.Â.S. It is

observed that electric fi.elds rvere redistributed and substantially increased when an uneven

rvetted pattem is created. \ü/ith decrease of dry zone length, the overall electric field increases

and becomes more non-uniform along the surface. Close to th" dry zone the honzontal

component is ovenvhelmingly strong, rvhich is essential to initiate a streamer. The vertical

comPonent is dominant close to the wet zone. The measured E-field at a locat:Lon near the

ground electrode with 30% length 
"f dry zone is nvice that for a completely dry surface.
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Fig.A.6 shorvs the effect of position of the dry zone on E-field distrjbution. For -r,e applied

voltage, the E-field values are relatively highelnvhen the dry zone is located at the ground end.

This shorvs that the E-field distribution has a strong dependence on the locadon and length of

th. dry zone. A dry zone length of 30o/o located next to the ground end does produce a

favourable condidon for flashover.

4,.2.2 lnflluence of Confi gutation

The influence of configuration on the E-field distribution is shorvn in Fig.A.7. Generally the

electric field in the insulator-tl?e affangement is quasi-uniform, rvhile the electric field in the

bushing-tipe arrangement has a much more non-uniforrn characteristic along or close to the

surface. During preliminary flashover tests, no visible discharges rvere observed with the

insulator-type configuradon even up to a voltage of BOkV. In contras! visible streâmers aïe

occasionally initiated from the gtound electrode at a voltage of 40kV in the bushing-t1pe

configuration due to the extreme local electric field. With additional effects due to uneven

rvetdng, further exaggeradon in the non-unifornity of E-fietd distribution along the surface

can be expected rvith this configuradon.

4.2.3 Influence of a Simulated Partial Arc

.{ bare wire of diametet 3mm and length 50mm rvas placed at the ground end perpendicularþ

to the electrode to simulate a parttal arc. Its influence on the E-field distribution is shorvn in

Fig.'\.8. It is evident that the electric field in front of the partial arc is enhanced, and therefore

favours its ptogress.
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A.2.4Influence of Other Factots

Voltase Polaritv........æ
E-field measurements were also conducted under different polarities and the results are shorvn

in Fig.A.9. The influence of voltage polarity on the E-field distribution prior to flashover is

almost negligible. The voltage polarity selecdve nature of flashover due to une\¡en rvetting

[La,\191] might be mainly caused by the differences behveen the propagadon characeristics of

the -ve and *ve streamers.

p 300

!
ii zso

.g
I

ul 200

-'J{-" +!€ volhge
--&- -''e r¡oltage

Fig.A.9 Comparison of E-field distribution under voltage of different potarities
(30% length of dty zone, I-q,pe configuration, 80k$

1û 15 2D 25 30 35
Distance lrom the HV Electrode(cm)

Water Conductiviw

-

The influence of water conductivity on the E-field distribution rvas investigated by using tap

and distilled water. It is found that the conductivity of the vater has little influence on the

electdc field distdbution prior to flashover.
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Wind Effect

E-field measurements of a complete dry swface with and without presence of strong rvind

(-30km/h) for the insulator-t1pe configuration rvere also conducted at B0kV. It is assumed

that the space charges rvill be blorvn off by the strong rvind. Therefore, the E-field distribu-

tions obtained under strong rvind can be considered the same as that in the absence of space

charges. The results indicate that the presence of strong rvind, i.e. space charge, has a negligible

influence on the overall electric field distribudon.

,A'.3 Flashover Tests

For the flashover tests, the voltage rvas increased in 5kV steps and held at each level for a

pedod of 5 minutes. The average flashover voltage FOÐ rvas obtained fiom the results of 5

tests.

Since the puncture voltage of the glass plate is about 60kV, the gap spacing was reduced to

25cm to avoid unrvanted puncture. Flashover tests rvere conducted under different conditions

for both t;pes of confrguations. The results are summarized in Table '{.2.

The dependence of FOV on th. dry zone length is shorvn in Fig. 4.10. The FOV decreases

with decrease of dry zone length in certain range for both configurations. Horvever after a

certain cdtical length (15o/o-20o/ù, further decrease of dry zone length may not lower rhe

FOV. !øith 10% length of dry zone a parnal arc bridged th" dry zone k both configurations

without leading to a complete flashover. This might be either due to insufficient energy in the

Process or due to source rveakness. Also, rvhen th. dty zone is located next to the -ve HV

electrode a higher FOV is recorded compared to the one obtained vith dry zone located at the
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ground end. This is because the latter arrangement has a relative higher overall electric field as

shorvn in Fig.Á.6.

T

Y

P

E

Table 4.2. Summary of Flashover Tests

P

o
L

I

I

T

Y

P

E

Length

Dry Zone

Position

20o/o

30o/o

Water Type

B

I

T

Y

P

E

40o/o

G

60o/o

+

G

300h

G

30o/o

T

G

20o/o

Fov (kÐ

T

G

300h

Pol.:
I:
B:
G:
H:
T:
D:

T

G

20o/o

+

T

G

200h

42.6(40.0-45.0)

D

G

30"

s9.o(ss.0-60.0)

Polarity
Insulator
Bushing
Ground end
High voltage end
Tap rvater
Distilled water

T

G

11.0(70.0-7 s.0)

T

H

102.0(s.0-110)

T

G

62.0(60.0-6s.0)

D

6s.8(60.0-80.0)

T

36.s(3s.0-37.s)

T

47.9(4s.0-s0.0)

40.8(39.0-4s.0)

37.s(3s.0-40.0)

4e.s(47.s-s0.0)
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Also as shorvn in Fig.A.l0, the configuration has a significant influence on the FOV, especially

for a longer dry zone length. The FOV of the surface rvith distilled rvater is 5-10% higher

than the one with tâp water, although there is not much influence of rvater conductivity on the

E-field distdbution. For both configurations, the FOVs are lorver for negative polarity. This

polarity selecdve nature of FOV might be due to the difference betrveen the propagation of

the -r.'e and -lve streamers.
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Fig.A.10 Dependence of FOV on the dry zonelength (-ve voltage)
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4.4 Summary

The investigation of E-field measrrements and flashover under different condidons for two

different confi gurations leads to follorving conclusions :
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L LTneven rvettìng can cause a redistributjon and substantial increase of the E-field. Both the

length and location of the dry zone influence the E-field distribution, and therefore, the

flashoveli'oltage.

2. Non-uniformity of E-field distribution and its relative higher electric field value along the

surface cause the initiation of a streamer 
^t 

a lorver voltage in the bushing-type con-

figuration. The FOV is considerable lorver compared to that of the insulator-t1,pe

configuation.

Existence of a parnal 
^rc 

c n enhance the E-field in front of it, and therefore, favors

progress of the arc.

Factots such as voltage polarity, rvater conductivity do not have a significant influence on

the E-field distribution prior to flashovet, but they do affect the progress of flashover, and

therefore the FOV value.

J.

4.
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